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ABSTRACT

One way culverts become barriers to the upstream movement of fish is by 
creating excessive velocities exceeding a fish's swimming ability.  FishXing, a common 
tool for indirectly assessing fish passage, uses fish swimming ability information with 
one-dimensional culvert hydraulics to predict barrier status of culverts.  However, since 
fish swimming ability data is scarce for many fish species, predictions of a culvert's 
barrier status can be inaccurate and overly conservative, possibly leading to 
misclassification or uneconomical design.  Additional fish swimming ability research is 
necessary to strengthen these models.  The primary goal of this study was to determine 
the effects of different swimming ability algorithms on velocity barrier flow rates 
predicted by one-dimensional culvert hydraulics models. 

A one-dimensional culvert hydraulics model was created in Visual Basic.  This 
model was designed to mimic FishXing's fish swimming algorithm, or use more complex 
fish swimming algorithms.  Three diverse test culverts were selected to show how 
varying culvert properties (length, geometry, flow regime, and embedment) influences 
which fish swimming ability algorithm most affects the predicted velocity barrier flow 
rate.  A “test fish” was designed based upon fish swimming ability literature.  Each 
culvert was subjected to six tests, each testing the sensitivity of a particular fish 
swimming algorithm.

This study determined that for different types of culverts, different components of 
fish swimming ability algorithms substantially affect the velocity barrier flow rate.  The 
study needed only three test culverts to show that accurate quantification of the fish 
species' burst speed, burst duration, the burst speed/duration relationship, prolonged 
swimming speed, and constant deceleration time from burst to prolonged speed is 
necessary to model diverse fish passage situations.  This study also showed that if a fish 
has a substantial deceleration time, a constant deceleration is probably sufficient to model 
it.  In the future, if programs like FishXing adapt to include deceleration in fish 
swimming models, constant deceleration is an adequate addition.  With this analysis, fish 
swimming ability variables substantially affecting fish passage were determined.  The 
study can be used to guide further research so swimming ability studies can gather 
swimming data that is most crucial to predicting fish passage.

xii



INTRODUCTION

The effect of culverts on the mobility of fish and other aquatic organisms is 

important in the design of culverts by engineers.  Culverts are a relatively inexpensive 

way to allow water to flow underneath roadways.  Culverts also are a means of providing 

passage underneath roadways for fish and other aquatic organisms.  If culverts are 

designed, constructed, and maintained properly, they can allow for upstream and 

downstream movement of aquatic organisms.  However, poor design, construction, and 

maintenance of culverts can create barriers for passage of oddrganisms (Warren and 

Pardew, 1998; Gibson et al. 2005).

According to the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, there may be as many 

as 2.5 million artificial fish passage barriers throughout the United States, including 

culverts, dams, and spillways.  Many of these have since been abandoned and have seen 

no additional attention or maintenance to ensure successful passage (USFWS, 2003).  As 

many as 1.4 million of these may be stream-road crossings (USFWS).  The number of 

fish bearing streams with stream-road crossings varies across the United States.  The 

percentage of these considered barriers also varies considerably.  As of 2001, the United 

States General Accounting Office had identified 2,600 barrier status culverts on 

Washington and Oregon Federal land alone.  The estimated cost to restore these culverts 

is $375 million. (USGAO, 2001).  Many of these were designed without fish passage in 

mind, but merely to pass water as efficiently as possible (Klingeman, 2000).  The United 

States Forest Service has identified about 2,900 culverts on fish bearing streams through 

forest development roads in Montana, northern Idaho, North Dakota and South Dakota 
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alone.  Of these, 80% were classified as barriers to cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki) 

“at some life stage or during certain flows.”  576 of these culvert were classified as total 

barriers to fish passage (USFS, 2008).  Neglecting to consider fish passage may lead to 

poorly designed and constructed culverts, but even in situations where fish passage is 

considered in the design of culverts, a “lack of diligence” during construction may lead to 

barrier or partial barrier status (Gibson et al., 2005).

There are several ways a culvert can be a barrier to fish (Baker and Votapka, 

1990; Votapka, 1991; Belford and Gould, 1989; Warren and Pardew, 1998).  Excessive 

water velocity in a given reach can exceed a fish’s swimming ability and create a barrier. 

This is the most common type of barrier.  Oftentimes culverts are “under-sized,” creating 

a constricted flow and increased water velocity through the culvert compared to the 

natural channel.  If a fish does not have sufficient swimming ability it may not be able to 

enter the culvert or pass the entire reach of increased water velocity.  Small, juvenile, and 

weak swimming fish are particularly vulnerable to velocity barriers, but even fish with 

excellent swimming ability can be impeded by high velocities (Belford and Gould, 1989). 

In culverts with high velocity, lack of refuge from high velocity (energy baffles, 

corrugations, or debris) can also impede fish passage through the culvert.  Velocity-type 

barriers were the focus of this study.

Insufficient depth through a length of the culvert at various flows can also create a 

barrier (Burford et al., 2009; Baker and Votapka, 1990).  At a low flow, the depth in the 

culvert may become very shallow, making it difficult for large fish to swim through. 

Another type of barrier is a vertical barrier.  If an outlet drop is too high, or has an 
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insufficiently shallow plunge pool beneath it, a fish may not be able to leap into the 

culvert when attempting to move upstream.  Some of the other ways a culvert may 

become a barrier include icing and debris problems and hydrologic conditions with 

respect to seasonal fish passage (Baker and Votapka, 1990).  There are other factors that 

can cause a culvert to become a barrier to fish passage.

The study of fish passage involves a complex relationship between hydrology, 

culvert hydraulics, and biology.   Not only does fish passage depend on the culvert 

hydraulics and physical factors that may create barriers, it also depends on biological 

factors such as fish swimming ability, motivation to migrate, and seasonal behavior of 

fish (Blank, 2008; Baker and Votapka, 1990).

There can be significant consequences if a culvert is a barrier to fish migration.  If 

culverts create barriers for migratory fish, they can lose access to their spawning habitat, 

and thus the population of the species may decrease or create isolated populations 

(Gibson et al., 2005).  Many fish species are migratory, and moving upstream and 

downstream is essential for the survival of the species.  Anadromous fish species, 

including many North American salmon species, swim from the ocean upstream through 

rivers and streams to reach their spawning habitat.  They often swim long distances, 

sometimes hundreds or thousands of miles (Baker and Votapka, 1990).  Culverts along 

their migratory path can create barriers and prevent them from reaching their spawning 

habit, thus adversely affecting their populations (Baker and Votapka, 1990).  Many other 

non-anadromous fish species in North America, such as trout, grayling, and pike, migrate 

shorter distances to different types of habitats throughout their life-cycle for various 
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reasons, including spawning, rearing, and hiding (Baker and Votapka, 1990).  Even 

though their migration may not cover long distances, habitat connectivity is often just as 

important to maintaining fish production (Baker and Votapka, 1990).  Barriers creating 

isolated or fragmented populations can lead to a loss of genetic diversity (Wofford et al., 

2005).

Fish passage through culverts can be assessed either directly or indirectly.  Direct 

methods are methods that physically observe or record fish movement through culverts 

and compare these results to hydrologic and hydraulic conditions.  This includes physical 

observation of the success or failure of fish to pass through a culvert.  Mark-and-

recapture experiments tag and place fish downstream of a culvert.  If a fish is captured 

upstream of the culvert, then the fish has successfully passed the culvert during the test 

time.  Montana State University has used mark-and-recapture experiments to assess fish 

passage through culverts in the Clearwater River basin and in eastern Montana (Burford 

et al., 2009, Cahoon et al. 2007b).   Another experiment uses Passive-Integrated 

Transponder (PIT) tags in fish and antennas at the upstream and downstream ends of the 

culvert to track fish attempting passage into the outlet and fish successfully reaching the 

inlet.  Montana State University has used PIT tag experiments to assess fish passage 

through culverts at Mulherin Creek in Western Montana (Cahoon et al., 2007a).  While 

these methods may provide accurate and detailed information about fish passage, they are 

labor and time intensive.  Indirect methods predict barrier status based on a comparison 

of culvert hydraulics and fish swimming ability.  This includes setting physical criteria 
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that can be considered barriers to fish species based on outlet depth, outlet drop, culvert 

slope, culvert length, and embedded material.

FishXing is a commonly used indirect method for assessing fish passage. 

FishXing uses culvert properties and hydraulics to estimate the water depth, velocities, 

and outlet drop height within and at the outlet of the culvert.  It also uses approximations 

of swimming ability from literature for many species.  The swimming velocity and 

endurance times are compared to the hydraulics in the culvert, and the barrier status is 

estimated.  FishXing predicts a “flow window” in which the culvert could be considered 

passable (FishXing, 2006).  A flow window is an estimated range of flows within a 

culvert that are considered passable for upstream movement of fish.

Fish swimming ability is generally defined by three categories: burst speed, 

prolonged speed, and sustained speed.  Burst speed is generally defined as a fish 

swimming velocity that can be sustained for less than 15 seconds before exhaustion. 

Burst speeds are the highest velocities that a fish can swim, but for the shortest durations. 

Prolonged speeds are a range of speeds that a fish can sustain for 15 seconds to 200 

minutes before exhaustion.  Prolonged speeds are steadier and slower than burst speeds 

and can be sustained for longer durations.  Sustained speeds are the slowest non-

exhaustive speeds that a fish can maintain for more than 200 minutes without exhaustion 

(Hoar and Randall, 1978).  FishXing uses only burst and prolonged speed when modeling 

a fish swimming through a culvert; the fish swims at some burst speed for a short 

duration, then instantaneously switches to prolonged speed for a longer duration once the 

burst has exhausted.
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Unfortunately, many species of fish have only very limited swimming ability data 

and some available data is not usable for hydraulic modeling.  Perhaps as a result, 

FishXing does not account for deceleration effects during the transition from burst to 

prolonged swimming mode.  FishXing has been found to be a conservative model, 

meaning it can predict a culvert as a barrier when direct assessment shows the culvert is 

passable (Cahoon et al., 2007a; Karle, 2005).  It is important to keep these points in mind 

when interpreting the results of a FishXing model.

The overall goal of this project is to gain an understanding of how descriptions of 

fish swimming ability affect the minimum flow at which a culvert is identified as a 

velocity barrier one-dimensional flow models like FishXing.  By knowing which fish 

swimming ability variables are the most crucial to predicting fish passage, future studies 

of fish swimming ability can focus on gathering data that will accurately quantify these 

variables.  This could increase the precision of a one-dimensional flow model's ability to 

assess barrier status.  Objectives to achieve the primary goal of this study are:

• Create a one-dimensional culvert hydraulics model similar to FishXing

• Design a hypothetical test fish based on fish swimming ability literature

• Choose a diverse set of culverts to use as test culverts for the project

• Test the sensitivity of several algorithms that describe swimming ability 

by altering the variables that define the algorithms and cataloging the 

effect on velocity-based barrier status for each test culvert

• Assess the results and make recommendations for future fish swimming 

ability studies
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METHODS

One-Dimensional Culvert Hydraulics Model

FishXing uses one-dimensional hydraulic modeling to approximate flow through 

culverts.  FishXing calculates the average cross-sectional velocities at stations inside the 

culvert, which can then be compared to fish swimming ability to assess fish passage.  A 

water surface profile is also calculated, showing the flow depth throughout the culvert. 

The model created for this study uses the culvert hydraulics approach used by FishXing. 

Thus, all hydraulic calculations used the “FishXing Version 3 User Manual and 

Reference” as a guideline (FishXing, 2006).  This section briefly outlines the procedure 

for calculating hydraulics in culverts.

The primary goal of this study was based upon velocity-type barriers in the barrel 

of the culvert.  Therefore, some portions of the calculation procedure not affecting 

velocity barrier status were omitted, including outlet plunge characteristics and leaping 

into the barrel.  The model created for this study (hereby referred to as “the model”) was 

composed with Visual Basic programming using Microsoft Excel as an interface for input 

and output.  The Visual Basic code and an example input screen are found in Appendix A 

and Appendix B.1, respectively.

Inputs

The model requires fairly basic information about the culvert to calculate the 

culvert hydraulics.  For simplicity’s sake, this study is limited to unsubmerged circular 

culverts that may or may not be embedded.   Geometric inputs include the culvert 
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diameter, length, embedded depth, inlet bottom elevation, and outlet bottom elevation. 

Other physical characteristics of the culvert that must be input are the entrance loss 

coefficient (based on the inlet type), the culvert roughness (Manning’s n), the embedded 

bottom material roughness (Manning’s n), and the tailwater pool elevation. 

The input screen also requires a flow range.  The lower flow value must not be 

zero and the upper value must be sufficiently small to avoid full pipe flow.  The model 

divides this interval into 101 flows and tests each one to determine if the fish can pass 

based on its swimming ability.  The test flow window is adaptively decreased over 

several iterations to determine precisely the flow rate that will predict a velocity barrier 

for the fish.

Tailwater Elevation

FishXing has three options for determining the tailwater elevation at desired 

flows.  The first and simplest is “Constant Tailwater,” where the tailwater elevation is the 

same for the entire range of test flows.  The model includes this method because of its 

simplicity.  The second method is to create a “User Defined Rating Curve” where 

discharge and elevation are tabulated and then tailwater elevations for specific flows are 

interpolated from this table.  The third method calculates a rating curve based on the 

geometry of the downstream cross section (FishXing, 2006).  While the second and third 

methods may be more accurate, the first method was considered sufficient for this study 

due to very small passable flow ranges with little deviation in tailwater elevation.
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Boundary Conditions

Before Gradually Varied Flow (GVF) calculations can be performed, boundary 

conditions for all of the flows must be determined.  The first step is to determine the 

“Hydraulic Slope Classification” for each flow.  The classification is based on the culvert 

bottom slope (S0) and “the relationship between critical depth (yc) and normal depth (yn) 

at a specific flow.”  The five slope classifications are adverse (if S0<0), horizontal (if 

S0=0), critical (if y0= yc), mild (if S0>0 and yn>yc), and steep (if S0>0 and yn<yc) 

(FishXing, 2006).  However, the model simplifies this by classifying slopes as “steep” or 

“non-steep” since the boundary conditions and GVF calculations progress the same 

direction for all slope types that are not steep.  

The critical depth (yc) and normal depth (yn) are calculated for a culvert at all 

flows, except for adverse and horizontal flows where a normal depth does not exist. 

Normal depth is defined as the “depth of flow in a channel or culvert when the slope of 

the water surface and channel bottom is the same and the water depth remains constant.” 

This occurs “when gravitational force of the water is equal to the friction drag along the 

culvert” (FishXing, 2006).  FishXing uses Manning’s equation to calculate normal depth 

(yn).  Critical depth occurs at the “depth of flow at which specific energy is a minimum.”

For steep flows, the boundary condition is simply yinlet=yc.  For steep flows the 

GVF calculations begin at the inlet and proceed toward the outlet, known as frontwater 

calculation (FishXing, 2006).

For non-steep flows, the boundary condition occurs at the outlet end of the 

culvert.  Thus, the GVF calculations begin at the outlet end and proceed toward the inlet, 
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known as backwater calculation.  There are three types of non-steep GVF boundary 

conditions.  Type 1 occurs when the tailwater pool elevation is greater than the critical 

depth (ytw>yc).  For type 1, the depth at the outlet is equal to the tailwater depth 

(youtlet=ytw).

If the tailwater elevation is less than the critical depth, the free surface elevation 

must be calculated (yfs).  Free surface flow occurs when the outlet flow profile is not 

influenced by the tailwater pool elevation.  FishXing calculates the free surface depth 

from the equation (FishXing, 2006):

Aout=0.71Ac       (2.1)

where Aout is the cross-sectional area of free surface outlet and Ac is the cross-sectional 

area of critical flow.

A type 2 boundary condition occurs when the tailwater elevation is less than the 

free surface elevation (ytw≤yfs).  In this case, the boundary condition is youtlet=yfs, and the 

critical depth (yc) occurs at a distance of 4yc upstream from the culvert outlet (FishXing, 

2006).

A type 3 boundary condition occurs when the tailwater elevation is greater than 

the free surface depth but less than the critical depth (yfs <ytw< yc).  In this case the 

boundary condition is youtlet=ytw, and the critical depth (yc) occurs at a distance of 4yc 

upstream from the culvert outlet (FishXing, 2006).

For steep culverts, if the tailwater elevation is greater than or equal to the critical 

depth, a backwater boundary condition and GVF calculation is also necessary.  For 
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unsubmerged steep culverts where ytw≥yc, the outlet boundary condition is youtlet=ytw 

(FishXing, 2006).

Culvert Zones

A culvert can be broken into three separate zones.  The “inlet zone” begins at the 

inlet, and ends at 2 feet downstream from the inlet if the diameter is less than or equal to 

9 feet, or 3 feet downstream from the inlet if the diameter is greater than 9 feet.  The 

“outlet zone” ends at the outlet, and begins at a distance 4yc upstream of the outlet. 

Moving downstream, the “barrel zone” begins where the “inlet zone” ends, and ends 

where the “outlet zone” begins (FishXing, 2006).

Gradually Varied Flow (GVF)

The model uses Gradually Varied Flow (GVF), the same approach as FishXing, to 

determine water surface profiles for steady-state unsubmerged culverts.  This is limited to 

one-dimensional calculations using the average cross-sectional velocity.  The gradually 

varied flow equation is:

( )21 Fr
SS

dx
dy fo

−
−

=     (2.2)

where S0 is the bottom slope (positive downward), Sf is the friction slope (positive 

downward), Fr is the Froude number, y is water depth from bottom of the culvert, and x 

is longitudinal distance down the culvert (FishXing, 2006).  

The friction slope is based on Manning’s equation:

3/42

22

R
VnS f ϕ

=           (2.3)
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where n is Manning’s roughness coefficient, V is the average cross-sectional velocity, φ 

is a constant (1.486 for English units and 1.0 for SI units), and R is the hydraulic radius 

(wetted area/wetted perimeter).

Since there is no analytical solution to this differential equation, a numerical 

approximation must be used.  The model divides the culvert (from the inlet to the 

beginning of the outlet zone) into 100 equally spaced segments, and calculates the water 

surface profile beginning at the boundary conditions and moving stepwise to the other 

end of the culvert using the GVF approximation based on Euler’s method.

At any point in the culvert, the hydraulic grade line (HGL) is defined as: 

g
V

ZYH i
iii 2

2

++=  (2.4)

where Y is the flow depth, Z is the elevation, and V is the average cross-sectional water 

velocity; V=Q/A where Q is the flow rate and A is the cross-sectional area.  If friction 

causes a headloss (hf) moving in the downstream direction from position xi-1 to xi, and 

energy is conserved, then:

fii hHH += − 1   (2.5)

where:

x
SS

h ii ff
f ∆




 −
= −

2
1        (2.6)

All terms can be moved to one side of the equation for a more convenient form:

fii hHH +−= − 10      (2.7)
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This equation must be rearranged depending on positive x convention and the direction 

that the solution proceeds with respect to the direction of flow.  The model uses a 

bisection method solver to estimate a numerical solution to Equation 2.7.

In general, the solution for non-steep slopes proceeds from the outlet boundary 

condition toward the inlet and are considered “outlet controlled.”  By definition, in outlet 

controlled culverts “water can flow into the culvert faster than it can flow through and 

out” (FishXing, 2006).  Flow through outlet controlled culverts is generally deeper and 

slower than inlet controlled.  Flow through these culverts is subcritical.  These culverts 

require backwater calculation.

Steep culverts tend to be “inlet controlled,” and the solution for these proceeds 

from the inlet to the outlet.  By definition, in inlet controlled culverts “water can flow 

through and out of the culvert faster than it can enter” (FishXing, 2006).  Flow through 

inlet controlled culverts is generally shallower and faster than outlet controlled.  Flow 

through these culverts is supercritical.  These culverts require frontwater calculation. 

Some steep culverts require both front and backwater calculation (See “Rapidly Varied 

Flow” in the next section).

Rapidly Varied Flow (RVF)

When the water surface profile changes rapidly over a short distance, the flow is 

considered to be Rapidly Varied Flow (RVF) through this short section.  RVF can occur 

near inlets and outlets of culverts, as well as locations of hydraulic jumps (FishXing, 

2006).  A hydraulic jump occurs when the flow changes from supercritical to subcritical. 

When the outlet boundary condition defines both a depth at the outlet and a depth at a 
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distance 4yc upstream of the outlet, the section between is considered RVF, and the water 

surface profile is approximated as a straight line from one node to the next.  The 

transition from the inlet to the headwater pool as well as the contraction in the “inlet 

zone” are also approximated using RVF (FishXing, 2006).

As mentioned previously, some steep culverts may also require a backwater 

calculation when the outlet condition calls for it.  In some of these cases a hydraulic jump 

may occur.  If a hydraulic jump occurs, this short portion is considered rapidly varied 

flow.  To determine the water surface profile of situations with a hydraulic jump, the 

specific momentum of the frontwater and backwater for each location must be calculated. 

At any location, if the specific momentum of the backwater profile is greater than or 

equal to the specific momentum of the frontwater profile (Mbw ≥ Mfw), the backwater 

depth is assigned to this station.   If the specific momentum of the backwater profile is 

less than the specific momentum of the frontwater profile (Mbw < Mfw), the frontwater 

depth is assigned to this station.  Specific momentum is calculated using:

Az
gA
QM +=

2

 (2.8)

where Q is the flow rate, g is the gravitational constant, A is the cross-sectional flow area, 

and z  is the distance from the water surface to the centroid of the cross-sectional flow 

area.  The short segment where the solution switches from frontwater to backwater is 

considered RVF, and the water surface profile is approximated as a straight line between 

these two points.
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Contraction Zone

When water enters the inlet of a culvert from the stream, the sudden constriction 

created by a decrease in cross-sectional area causes a rapid contraction zone followed by 

an expansion zone.  This contraction and expansion causes an energy head loss in the 

inlet zone.  The geometry of the entrance determines the magnitude of the head loss.  A 

more streamlined and efficient inlet causes a smaller head loss.   The head loss through 

this zone creates a region of increased velocity in the inlet zone.  FishXing approximates 

the increased velocity using:

eBcntr KVV += 1  (2.9)

where Vcntr is the contraction velocity, VB is average velocity where the contraction 

occurs, and Ke is the entrance loss coefficient based on the inlet geometry.  FishXing 

assumes the location of the contraction velocity to be the end of the inlet zone: 2 feet 

downstream of the inlet if the diameter is less than or equal to 9 feet, or 3 feet 

downstream of the inlet if the diameter is greater than 9 feet (FishXing, 2006).  The study 

model assigns this contraction velocity to the entire inlet zone, and the transition from the 

inlet zone to the barrel zone is treated as RVF.  FishXing also calculates the headwater 

surface elevation, but since this elevation does not effect whether a fish passes through 

the barrel of a culvert, the study model does not calculate this elevation.  There is 

anecdotal evidence that FishXing may overestimate the effects of this contraction, 

however, this overestimation is inconsequential to this study.
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Occupied Velocity

Once the average cross-sectional velocity profile is calculated throughout the 

culvert, FishXing gives the option of allowing the fish to occupy a lower velocity region 

when traveling through the culvert.  Research has shown that fish favor lower velocity 

zones near the boundary of the culvert when traversing through culverts with high 

velocities (Blank, 2008; Travis and Tilworth, 1986; Kane et al., 2000; Pearson et al., 

2005).  Each of the culvert zones can be assigned a velocity reduction factor to reduce the 

velocity that the fish occupies (FishXing, 2006).  Behlke et al. (1991) suggested 

multiplicative velocity reduction factors for Arctic Grayling of Koccinlet=0.8, Koccbarrel 

=0.6, and Koccoutlet =0.8.  However, while the model has the capability to utilize velocity 

reduction factors, the study only used values of Kocc=1; the fish occupies the average 

velocity.

FishXing Comparison

The one-dimensional model was created in Visual Basic using Microsoft Excel as 

an interface for input and output. The model was created to mimic the culvert hydraulics 

predicted by FishXing. The water surface profile and velocity profile predicted by both 

models were compared to ensure that the two models match hydraulically.  It is important 

that both models predict the same water surface profiles and velocity profiles for different 

culvert geometries and boundary condition types.  Example comparisons of the water 

surface profile and velocity profile predicted by the model and by FishXing are shown in 

Appendices B.2 and B.3. 
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The study model must also be able to match FishXing when predicting the 

minimum flow rate at which the culvert becomes a velocity barrier for simple types of 

fish swimming algorithms.  FishXing portrays the fish swimming through a culvert as a 

constant burst speed for some amount of time and then instantaneously switching to 

constant prolonged speed once the burst has exhausted. The model can be validated by 

predicting similar velocity barrier flow as predicted by FishXing for fish tracking studies 

that use this binary switch from burst to prolonged.  A small amount of error due to 

rounding and step sizes can be considered acceptable provided that similar trends appear 

in both FishXing and the study model.  If similar trends are observed throughout the 

simple types of fish tracking studies, then the model can be considered an acceptable tool 

for studying more complex types of fish swimming curves that FishXing is not capable of 

modeling.  These fish swimming algorithm studies, or “tracking curves,” are discussed in 

more detail in the “Tracking Curves Experiments” section. 

Test Culverts

Culverts are constructed from a wide variety of materials, in various shapes and 

sizes in many different environments.  The study model is limited to circular, 

unsubmerged culverts.  Three circular culverts with a variety of lengths, diameters, 

slopes, materials, and environments were identified.  The three test culverts were selected 

from study sites of previous Montana State University fish passage studies, and were 

selected from a long list of culverts based on their geometry and boundary conditions. 

The test culverts were selected such that at least one has inlet control and at least one has 
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outlet control to demonstrate the effects of different flow regimes and fish swimming 

algorithms on the velocity barrier flow.  It is important that the model be consistent with 

FishXing for both inlet controlled (steep and supercritical) and outlet controlled culverts 

(non-steep and subcritical).  One of the test culverts was chosen to be relatively longer 

than the others.  The same culvert has embedded material in the bottom and a much 

smaller diameter than the others.  Table 2.1 shows the inputs used for each of the three 

culverts in the hydraulic model.

Table 2.1.  Summary of the culvert property inputs for the "test culverts.”

  Mulherin #4 Uhler #481 Rice #611
Culvert Properties:

Location
Park County, 

MT
Clearwater 
Basin, MT

Clearwater 
Basin, MT

Diameter (ft) 7.00 5.00 4.08
Length (ft) 30.00 34.39 70.05
Entrance Type Projecting Headwall Mitered
Entrance Loss (Ke) 0.9 0.5 0.7
Material Smooth Steel Annular 6"x 2" Concrete
Embedded Depth (ft) 0.00 0.00 1.33
Culvert Roughness (n) 0.012a .060b 0.020b

Bottom Roughness (n) No Substrate No Substrate 0.020b

Inlet Bottom Elev. (ft) 10.00 93.95 95.04
Outlet Bottom Elev. (ft) 9.67 93.50 94.13
Slope (%) (ft) 1.1 1.3 1.3
Slope Class Steep Mild Mild
Control Type Inlet Outlet Outlet

Tailwater Properties:
Pool Surface Elev. (ft) 8.26 93.40 94.10
Pool Bottom Elev. (ft) - 93.23 94.06

a Roughness value from Chow (1959)
b Roughness value from FishXing calibration (Burford et al., 2009)
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Mulherin #4

Mulherin Creek is located near Gardiner, Montana.  It is a high-gradient tributary 

of the Yellowstone River.  From 2005 to 2007, Montana State University studied fish 

passage through culverts on Mulherin Creek using Passive-Integrated Transponder (PIT) 

tagging of fish.  Fish species present in the stream include rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus 

mykiss), Yellowstone cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki bouvieri), as well as many 

non-salmonid species (Cahoon et al., 2007a).  Mulherin #4 is a circular culvert made of 

smooth steel that is supercritical for all flow rates.  Therefore, it was chosen as the inlet 

controlled culvert for this study.  It is a relatively short culvert with a relatively large 

diameter.  It has no embedded material in the bottom and a projecting inlet type.  The 

culvert properties can be seen in Table 2.1.  Photos and diagrams of Mulherin #4 can be 

found in Appendices C.1 and C.2.

Uhler #481

Uhler Creek is located in the Clearwater River drainage upstream of Seeley Lake 

in Western Montana.  From 2002 to 2004, Montana State University assessed fish 

passage through culverts on many of the tributaries of the Clearwater River drainage 

using several assessment methods including FishXing, population characteristics 

sampling upstream and downstream of the culverts, and mark-and-recapture experiments. 

The primary fish studied during this investigation were westslope cutthroat trout 

(Oncorhynchus clarki lewisi), and brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), though there were 

twenty fish species found in the drainage (Burford et al., 2009).
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Uhler #481 is a circular culvert made of annular 6"x 2" corrugated steel that is 

subcritical for all flow rates.  Therefore, it was chosen as an outlet controlled culvert for 

this study.  It is similar in size to Mulherin #4, making these two culverts good for a 

comparison of the effects of inlet and outlet control.  Uhler #481 is located in a much 

lower gradient mountain meadow region than Mulherin #4.  It is a relatively short culvert 

with a medium size diameter.  It has no embedded material in the bottom and a headwall 

inlet type.  The culvert properties can be seen in Table 2.1.  Photos and diagrams of Uhler 

#481 can be found in Appendices C.3 and C.5.

Rice #611

Rice Creek is also located in the Clearwater River drainage upstream of Seeley 

Lake in Western Montana.  Rice #611 is a circular culvert made of concrete and 

subcritical for all flow rates.  Therefore, it was chosen as another outlet controlled culvert 

for this study.  It is much different geometrically than the other two test culverts, making 

it useful for assessing the effects of variables other than control type on fish passage, such 

as culvert length and embedment.  It is a relatively long culvert with a medium diameter. 

Rice #611 is also a culvert with embedded material in the bottom. It has a mitered inlet 

type (Burford et al., 2009).  The culvert properties can be seen in Table 2.1.  Photos and 

diagrams of Rice #611 can be found in Appendices C.4 and C.6.
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Test Fish

A test fish needed to be determined before designing the types of fish swimming 

algorithms, “tracking curves”, to be tested with the model.  The test fish provides a 

baseline comparison for different ways of describing fish swimming abilities.  Only one 

test fish was used in order to simplify the study.  The main purpose of the test fish is to 

provide an example of how different types of hypothetical swim speed algorithms could 

potentially affect the ability of a fish to pass through a culvert, or the minimum flow at 

which a culvert becomes a velocity barrier.  It is important to remember that the fish 

swimming algorithms are hypothetical situations based on literature of fish swimming 

performance data.

The test species is necessary to illustrate hypothetical situations, but was designed 

to reflect a fish with as much swimming performance data available as possible.  The test 

fish required at least one strong set of burst speed swimming performance data, as well as 

a strong set of prolonged speed data.  This limited the number of species to choose from. 

Of the species represented in FishXing, very few have strong data for both burst and 

prolonged swimming performance.  This is one of the greatest challenges when using 

FishXing to assess passage of any fish species through culverts.  Many species have 

acceptable prolonged swimming data, but very few have sufficient burst speed data in 

general.  This is likely due to the challenging nature of designing experiments to 

determine fish burst speeds.

Another requirement of the test species was that the fish tested in both burst and 

prolonged experiments should be similar in size. If one experiment tested adult fish for 
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burst speed and another experiment tested juveniles of the same species for prolonged 

speeds, these two sets of data should not be combined to create a composite set of 

swimming performance for a single size of fish.  This requirement also limits the number 

of species to choose from to determine a test fish.

Salmonids are among the most studied of fish with respect to swimming 

performance.  This may be because salmonids are some of the most important game fish 

due to economic value both as popular sporting fish and as a food source.  The selection 

of a potential test fish for this study was therefore limited to salmonids.  An extensive 

literature review of available swimming performance data was performed for several 

trout and salmon species.  In general, each salmon species was well represented in either 

burst or prolonged, but not both.  Additionally, the salmon tested varied greatly in length, 

making it unlikely to create a good composite salmon test fish.  The five trout species 

represented in FishXing are cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki), rainbow trout 

(Oncorhynchus mykiss), brown trout (Salmo trutta), brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), 

and bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus).  Of these, bull trout has no available burst 

swimming data in FishXing.  While brown trout, cutthroat trout, and brook trout do have 

burst and prolonged data, the burst information was considered inadequate for this study. 

Because rainbow trout has one sufficient set of burst swimming data and many prolonged 

speed sets, rainbow trout was selected as the test species.  Additionally, there are similar 

lengths of rainbow trout available in both burst swim tests and prolonged swim tests.  The 

test fish species and the test culverts combined should represent a likely passage event 

that could be seen in nature.
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Fish Swimming Speed Tests

There are various methods of testing fish swimming speeds.  Most tests are 

performed in test chambers – either a rotating test chamber or a stationary chamber with 

water flowing through it.  Due to complex flow distributions in both of these types of 

chambers, it is challenging to accurately quantify fish swimming ability in these 

chambers, thus fish position and velocity at a position must be monitored closely 

(Beamish, 1978).

The three types of tests for determining fish swimming ability are: fixed 

velocity/endurance tests, critical swimming speed tests, and volitional tests.  During an 

endurance test a single fish or control group is placed into the test chamber.  Then the 

velocity is increased to a predetermined rate and the time to exhaustion at that velocity is 

recorded for each fish.  For a control group of fish, the mean time to exhaustion for the 

test velocity is recorded when 50 percent of the fish in the chamber have exhausted.  For 

a single fish, the time to exhaustion is simply the time it takes for that fish to exhaust at 

the test velocity (Brett, 1967).  The results from this type of test are the most useful when 

determining the burst and prolonged speed of a fish, because the fish has used a minimal 

amount of energy before reaching the test velocity.  Hunter and Mayor (1986) proposed 

the following equation form for endurance time and swimming velocity of a fish:

cb
fish taLV −= (2.10)

where Vfish is swimming velocity, L is the total length of the fish, t is the time to 

exhaustion, and a, b, and c are constant regression coefficients.
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During critical swimming speed tests, a fish is placed in a test chamber and 

subjected to a series of stepwise increasing velocities each maintained for the same 

amount of time (Brett, 1964).  The fatigue speed is defined as:

i
i

f
pcrit V

t
t

VU 





+=  (2.11)

where Vi is the velocity step size, Vp is the penultimate velocity reached at fatigue, tf is the 

time from the last velocity increase to the time of fatigue, and ti is the time step size.  The 

time step interval is usually about 30 minutes.  Webb (1971) states endurance tests and 

critical swimming speed tests should not be compared because they “measure different 

forms of exhaustion.”  However, due to the sparseness of fish swimming ability literature, 

FishXing often uses critical swimming speed tests as estimates for prolonged swimming 

speeds for fish.  One obvious inadequacy of critical swimming speed tests for culvert 

passage purposes is that it does not truly give an endurance time for a velocity.  A fish in 

a critical swimming speed test has already expended great amounts of energy during the 

lower velocity steps.  The test does not predict how long a fish could swim at a specific 

velocity if it started at the same velocity.

Volitional tests involve “fish swimming a measured distance against a velocity

challenge” (FishXing, 2006).  This can include fish raceways, long flumes, etc.  The 

advantage of this type of experiment is a more natural swimming environment and 

swimming pattern than the other two types of tests.   Peake (2004) observed fish 

swimming in a 50 meter raceway at twice the speed of critical swimming speed tests 

performed in a chamber with a respirometer.  However, despite concerns that endurance 

and critical swimming speed tests create unrealistic environments where a fish is forced 
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to swim at a constant speed, most swimming test data available are of these two types. 

For the test species, rainbow trout, all of the swimming data used were either endurance 

or critical swimming speed tests. 

The creators of FishXing acknowledge the limited nature of available fish 

swimming ability data (FishXing, 2006):

“FishXing assumes a constant swimming speed, either at their estimated 
prolonged or burst swimming speeds based on the water velocity.  Both the 
validity and effect of this assumption is the subject of current study, and we 
expect that estimates of swimming speeds will improve over time. Most of the 
constant and calculated swim speed estimates in FishXing’s literature Swim 
Speeds Table were derived from fixed velocity or increasing velocity tests. The 
limitations of these tests in accurately predicting swimming speed should be 
understood before using this model.”

Rainbow Trout Swimming Data

Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) was selected as the test species because 

there is more literature available about rainbow trout swimming performance than most 

species.  Seagoing steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) were eliminated from the 

literature review of fish swimming ability because they may be stronger and larger than 

the desired rainbow trout.  The following is a summary of each swimming experiment for 

rainbow trout.  A comprehensive list of swimming speed data is found in Appendix D.1.

Bainbridge (1960):  This is the only burst swimming speed experiment recording 

both a speed and a time to exhaustion for every rainbow trout trial.  Bainbridge used a 

constant velocity test to determine the burst speeds of four individual rainbow trout 

(length 0.338 ft-0.919 ft) for six different exhaustion times (1, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 20 
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seconds).  FishXing uses the results of this swimming experiment in the form of a Hunter 

and Mayor (1986) swim speed endurance model to predict burst speeds of rainbow trout:

46.077.016.7 −= tLVfish (2.12)

Where Vfish is swimming velocity (m/s), L is the total length of the fish (m), t is the time 

to exhaustion (seconds), and a, b, and c are the constant regression coefficients.  The 

same equation in English units is:

46.077.0410.9 −= tLVfish  (2.13)

Where Vfish is swimming velocity (ft/s), L is the total length of the fish (ft), t is the time to 

exhaustion (seconds), and a, b, and c are the constant regression coefficients.  This is the 

equation used to determine an endurance curve for the test species.  FishXing also uses 

this equation for determining burst speeds of rainbow trout.

Daxboeck (1982):  This increased velocity test used a control group of 26 rainbow 

trout (average total length 0.977 ft) to determine the critical swimming speed of rainbow 

trout.  The time step size was 1800 seconds.  The critical swimming speed for the control 

group was 2.421 ft/s.

Duthie and Hughes (1987):  This increased velocity test used a control groups of 

11 and 9 rainbow trout (average total length 1.017 ft) to determine the critical swimming 

speed of rainbow trout subjected to normoxia and hyperoxia.  The time step size was 

1800 seconds.  The critical speed for the normoxia and hyperoxia control groups were 

1.801 ft/s and 1.791 ft/s, respectively.
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Jones et al. (1974):  This increased velocity test used a control group of 6 rainbow 

trout (average total length 1.023 ft) to determine the critical swimming speed of rainbow 

trout.  The time step size was 600 seconds.  The critical swimming speed for the control 

group was 2.184 ft/s.

Burgetz et al. (1998):  This increased velocity test used a control group of 7 

rainbow trout (average total length 1.174 ft) to determine the critical swimming speed of 

rainbow trout.  The time step size was 1800 seconds.  The critical swimming speed for 

the control group was 2.516 ft/s.

Jain et al. (1997):  This increased velocity test used a control group of 11 rainbow 

trout (average total length 1.265 ft) to determine the critical swimming speed of rainbow 

trout.  The time step size was 1800 seconds.  The critical swimming speed for the control 

group was 2.260 ft/s.

Tsukamoto (1975):  This increased velocity test used a control group of 5 rainbow 

trout (average total length 0.632 ft) to determine the critical swimming speed of rainbow 

trout.  The time step size was 3600 seconds.  The critical swimming speed for the control 

group was 2.625 ft/s (Katopodis, 1991)

Jones (1971):  This increased velocity test used control groups of 15 and 14 

juvenile rainbow trout (average total lengths 0.358 ft and 0.410 ft respectively) to 

determine the critical swimming speed of rainbow trout.  The time step size was 1200 

seconds.  The critical swimming speed for the control groups were 2.162 ft/s and 2.598 
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ft/s respectively.  This experiment was not included when designing the test fish because 

it only studied juvenile rainbow trout.

Beamish (1980):  This increased velocity test used 80 individual juvenile rainbow 

trout (length 0.240 ft-0.420 ft) to determine the critical swimming speeds of individual 

rainbow trout.  The time step sizes were 1800 and 3600 seconds.  The critical swimming 

speeds for these juvenile rainbow trout varied greatly and can found in Appendix D.1. 

Since Beamish only studied juvenile rainbow trout, this experiment was not included 

when designing the test fish. 

Endurance Curve

From the literature review of rainbow trout swimming tests, the test results were 

compiled to show an endurance trends for different swimming velocities.  Figure 2.1 

shows the compiled data of all of the swimming ability data for rainbow trout not 

excluding juveniles.  The figure also shows the default prolonged speed of 2.2 ft/s used 

by FishXing.  FishXing also uses the Hunter and Mayor (1986) swimming speed 

endurance equation based on Bainbridge (1960) (equation 2.13) to calculate burst speeds 

of rainbow trout.

The endurance curve was focused further by eliminating juvenile rainbow trout. 

The data sets eliminated include Beamish (1980), Jones (1971), and the two smallest fish 

from the Bainbridge (1960) burst test.  The remaining data sets can be seen in Figure 2.2. 

Since most of the fish remaining are approximately 1 ft long, the burst and prolonged 

data sets can be used together as well as possible.  For the remaining prolonged data sets, 
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the average swimming speed is 2.16 ft/s.   Therefore the baseline prolonged speed used 

for the test fish was considered to be 2.2 ft/s; the same as the default prolonged speed for 

rainbow trout used by FishXing.

The largest fish tested in the Bainbridge (1960) swim test was 0.919 ft long (28 

cm).  While equation 2.13 can be used to predict burst speeds for rainbow trout larger 

than 0.919 ft in FishXing, a length longer than this is outside the range of the test and 

thus should be used with caution.  Therefore, a 0.919 ft long rainbow trout was selected 

as the test fish.  Using equation 2.13 with a length of 0.919 ft gives:

46.0815.8 −= tVswim  (2.14)

The endurance curve of the test fish uses equation 2.14 for endurance times of 1 second 

to 20 seconds, and uses a constant swimming speed of 2.2 ft/s for endurance times of 20 

seconds to 3600 seconds.  The endurance curve of the test fish is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.1:  Endurance chart showing all of the used literature to create an endurance 
curve for rainbow trout.  This chart includes juveniles.
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Figure 2.2:  Endurance chart showing the used literature to create an endurance curve for 
an adult rainbow trout.  This chart excludes juveniles.
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Figure 2.3:  Endurance curve for the test fish: 0.919 ft long adult rainbow trout.
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Tracking Curve

While an endurance curve shows how long a fish can swim at certain velocity 

before exhausting, a continual tracking curve shows the actual velocity of a fish at any 

time assuming the fish starts at a burst speed and continues at a prolonged speed once the 

burst speed is exhausted.  Tracking curves could come in a variety of shapes with 

different types of deceleration and will be discussed in more detail in the “Tracking 

Curve Experiments” section.  The most basic tracking curve simply switches to a 

constant prolonged swimming speed once the constant burst is exhausted.  A baseline 

swimming algorithm was necessary to design the tracking curve experiments around. 

FishXing uses a default burst time of 10 seconds, but allows for different endurance 

times.  For the test fish, if a burst time of 10 seconds were used as the default, the burst 

velocity would only be 3.056 ft/s, which may not be large enough to accentuate the 

difference between burst and the prolonged speed of 2.2 ft/s.  Therefore, in order to 

amplify the effects of different tracking curve types and shapes, the default burst time for 

the test fish was reduced to 5 seconds with a burst velocity of 4.204 ft/s for this study. 

The default tracking curve for the test fish is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4:  Default tracking curve for the test fish: 0.919 ft long adult rainbow trout.

Swimming Algorithm

FishXing Swimming Algorithm

FishXing uses a specific algorithm when modeling fish swimming speed through 

a culvert.  This algorithm is shown in Figure 2.5.  The culvert is divided into small 

sections.  The fish enters the culvert at the outlet and moves progressively toward the 

inlet, so calculations based on the swimming algorithm at each node are used to 

determine the swim mode.  If the fish exhausts in either mode or encounters an occupied 

velocity greater than or equal to its swim velocity (Vocc ≥Vswim), then the culvert is 

considered a velocity barrier at the tested flow.  If the fish successfully reaches the inlet 

without exhausting or encountering a velocity higher than its maximum possible 

swimming speed, then the culvert is considered passable at the tested flow.  The fish can 

switch between burst and prolonged swimming speed based upon the occupied velocity at 

a node and the time spent swimming in the swim modes (FishXing, 2006).  FishXing 
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allows for the fish to change it's behavior based on the occupied velocity.  FishXing, 

therefore, not only models what a fish could do, but also what a fish possibly would do.

Figure 2.5:  FishXing swimming algorithm (FishXing, 2006).

Study Model Swimming Algorithm

The fish swimming algorithm used in the study model is similar to that used by 

FishXing.  The swimming algorithm used by the model is seen in Figure 2.6.  The culvert 

is divided into many small segments.  The fish begins at the outlet and moves from node 

to node until it reaches the inlet.  The study model swim algorithm is simpler than the 

FishXing swimming algorithm in some respects.  While FishXing gives the option of 
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allowing the fish to enter the culvert at either burst or prolonged mode, the study model 

uses a rigid fish swimming algorithm.  The fish always begins at burst speed and follows 

the tracking curve with respect to time.  The model determines what a fish could do based 

on the swimming information, without taking into consideration fish swimming speed 

decision making.  The model first determines whether the occupied velocity (Vocc) at the 

outlet is less than the swimming speed (Vswim).  If Vocc <Vswim, then the fish enters the 

culvert.  To determine whether the fish can progress to the next node, the model ensures 

Vocc <Vswim, then calculates the average velocity between the two nodes (Vocc(ave)).  The 

velocity of progress through the culvert is calculated:

Vprog=Vswim - Vocc(ave)  (2.15)

Next, the time to progress to the next node is calculated:

progV
xt ∆=∆        (2.16)

Where Δt is the time to reach the next node, Δx is the distance to the next node.  The total 

time elapsed is also calculated to determine the next swim velocity from the tracking 

curve.  This process is repeated until the fish reaches the inlet zone.  Since FishXing 

checks at every node whether the fish can swim through the remainder of the culvert in 

burst mode, the model attempts to replicate this effect by allowing the fish swimming 

speed to go back to the beginning (t=0 seconds) of the tracking curve in order to attempt 

passing the higher velocity zone created by the contraction zone at the inlet.  This is the 

other difference between the study model's swimming algorithm and FishXing's 

swimming algorithm.  If the fish reaches the inlet, the flow tested is considered passable. 

If at any point the fish encounters an occupied velocity greater than it's swimming speed 
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or exhausts at any point, then the culvert is considered a velocity barrier at the tested 

flow. 

Figure 2.6: Swimming algorithm used by the model.

Tracking Curve Experiments

Among the main purposes of this study were to determine what fish swimming 

variables most affect the predicted minimum flow at which culverts become velocity 

barriers, and to determine if more complex swimming algorithms, tracking curve shapes, 

also affect the predicted barrier flow rate.  Six fish swimming algorithm sensitivity 

analysis studies were designed to determine the effects of velocity magnitudes, endurance 
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durations, magnitude/duration combinations, and deceleration on the predicted velocity 

barrier flow rate.  Four of the tests (tests 1-4) were able to be compared directly to 

FishXing, and two tests (tests 5 and 6) were more complicated than FishXing is able to 

model.  The six tests are:

• Test 1: Constant burst speed with varied burst duration/Constant prolonged

• Test 2: Varied burst speed with constant burst duration/Constant prolonged

• Test 3: Constant burst/Prolonged speed varied with constant duration

• Test 4: Burst speed and duration varied/Constant prolonged

• Test 5: Constant burst with varied constant deceleration to prolonged

• Test 6: Gompertz type deceleration from burst to prolonged

Test 1: Constant Burst Speed with Varied Burst Duration/Constant Prolonged

This test was designed to determine the effects of burst duration on the minimum 

velocity barrier flow rate through culverts.  The test fish baseline tracking curve, as seen 

in Figure 2.4, was used as the control and the duration of 5 seconds was varied +/-50%, 

for a total of three tests per culvert (2.5, 5, and 7.5 seconds).  The purpose of this 

experiment was to determine whether burst duration substantially influences barrier status 

for the different types of culverts.  If burst duration substantially changes the predicted 

minimum velocity barrier flow, then future fish swimming ability studies should focus on 

accurately quantifying burst duration.  The tracking curves tested for this experiment are 

shown in Figure 2.7.  Since this model has only two swimming speeds, it can be 

compared to FishXing directly.
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Test 1: Constant Burst Speed-Burst Duration Varied
(Continuous Tracking)
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Figure 2.7:  Burst duration varied tracking curves.  The baseline curve for the test fish is 
shown as solid, and the baseline duration +/-50% is shown as dashed.

Test 2: Varied burst speed with constant burst duration/Constant prolonged

This test was designed to determine the effects of burst speed on the minimum 

velocity barrier flow rate through culverts.  The test fish baseline tracking curve, as seen 

in Figure 2.4, was used as the control and the burst speed of 4.204 ft/s was varied (75%, 

100%, 125%, 150%, 175%, and 200%).  The purpose of this experiment was to 

determine whether burst speed substantially influences barrier status for the different 

types of culverts.  If burst speed substantially changes the predicted minimum velocity 

barrier flow, then future fish swimming ability studies should focus on accurately 

quantifying burst speed.  The tracking curves tested for this experiment are shown in 
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Figure 2.8.  Since this model has only two swimming speeds, it can be compared to 

FishXing directly.

Test 2: Burst Speed Varied-Duration Constant
(Continuous Tracking)
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Figure 2.8:  Burst speed varied tracking curves.  The baseline curve for the test fish is 
shown as solid, and burst speed varied curves are shown as dashed.

Test 3: Constant Burst/Prolonged Speed Varied with Constant Duration

This test was designed to determine the effects of prolonged speed on the 

minimum velocity barrier flow rate through culverts.  The test fish baseline tracking 

curve, as seen in Figure 2.4, was used as the control and the prolonged velocity of 2.2 ft/s 

was varied +/-20%, for a total of three tests per culvert (1.76, 2.2, and 2.64 ft/s).  The 

purpose of this experiment was to determine whether prolonged swimming speed 

substantially influences barrier status for the different types of culverts.  If prolonged 

swimming speed substantially changes the predicted minimum velocity barrier flow, then 
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future fish swimming ability studies should focus on accurately quantifying prolonged 

swimming speed.  The tracking curves tested for this experiment are shown in Figure 2.9. 

Since this model has only two swimming speeds, it can be compared to FishXing 

directly.

Test 3: Constant Burst-Prolonged Speed Varied
(Continuous Tracking)
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Figure 2.9:  Prolonged swimming speed varied tracking curves.  The baseline curve for 
the test fish is shown as solid, and the baseline prolonged swimming speed +/-20% is 
shown as dashed.

Test 4: Burst Speed and Duration Varied/Constant Prolonged

This test was designed to determine the effects of using the Hunter and Mayor 

(1986) swimming speed endurance equation (equation 2.14) with burst speed and 

duration varied on the minimum velocity barrier flow rate through culverts.  The test fish 
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baseline tracking curve, as seen in Figure 2.4, was used as the control and the burst 

duration and speed were varied as shown in Table 2.2.  

Table 2.2:  Burst speed and duration varied according to Hunter and Mayor (1986) model 
of swimming speed endurance for the test fish.

Burst Duration Burst Speed
(sec) (ft/s)

1 8.815
2.5 5.783
5 4.204
10 3.056
15 2.536
20 2.222

The purpose of this experiment was to determine whether variation of burst speed and 

duration together substantially influences barrier status for the different types of culverts. 

If this type of variation substantially changes the predicted minimum velocity barrier 

flow, then future fish swimming ability studies should focus on accurately quantifying 

different bursting options for fish.  The tracking curves tested for this experiment are 

shown in Figure 2.10.  Since this model has only two swimming speeds, it can be 

compared to FishXing directly.
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Test 4: Burst Speed and Duration Varied
(Continuous Tracking)
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Figure 2.10:  Burst speed and duration varied tracking curves.  The baseline curve for the 
test fish is shown as solid and burst/duration tracking curves are shown as dashed.  The 
blue line shows the Hunter and Mayor (1986) model for swimming endurance used for 
the test fish.

Test 5: Constant Burst with Varied Constant Deceleration to Prolonged

This test was designed to determine the effects of constant deceleration from burst 

to prolonged speed on the minimum velocity barrier flow rate through culverts.  In these 

tests the fish swims at the baseline burst (4.204 ft/s for 5 seconds), then the velocity 

decreases linearly until the prolonged speed is reached.  The test fish baseline tracking 

curve, as seen in Figure 2.4, was used as the control (0 second deceleration time) and the 

deceleration time was varied (1, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 seconds).  The purpose of this 

experiment was to determine whether deceleration time substantially influences barrier 

status for the different types of culverts.  If deceleration time substantially changes the 
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predicted minimum velocity barrier flow, then future fish swimming ability studies 

should focus on accurately quantifying fish deceleration from burst to prolonged.  The 

tracking curves tested for this experiment are shown in Figure 2.11.  Since this model 

utilizes deceleration, it can not be compared to FishXing directly.

Test 5: Constant Burst with Constant Deceleration
(Continuous Tracking)
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Figure 2.11:  Constant deceleration time varied tracking curves.  The baseline curve for 
the test fish is shown as solid, and the deceleration time varied tests are shown as dashed.

Test 6: Gompertz Type Deceleration from Burst to Prolonged 

To model a more complex type of deceleration, a Gompertz style decay function 

was selected.  A Gompertz function is a sigmoid function that has two asymptotes.  The 

Gompertz function can be used as a general decay function.  If a fish gradually exhausts, 

then this type of decay function could realistically model the transition from burst 

swimming speed to prolonged swimming speed.  The Gompertz decay function, equation 
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2.17, was used to approximate tracking curves with approximation deceleration times of 

1, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 20 seconds:

( ) ( ) deatV
tceb

swim +⋅−=
⋅⋅  (2.17)

where Vswim is the swimming velocity (ft/s), a is the lower asymptote, b and c are negative 

coefficients, c is the decay rate, d is the upper asymptote, e is Euler’s number, and t is 

time (seconds).  The coefficient used in this equation for the models are found in Table 

2.3.

Table 2.3:  The coefficients used in the Gompertz model of fish deceleration from burst 
to prolonged speed.

Deceleration Time Gompertz Coefficients
(sec) a b c d

1 2.004 -3350000 -2.80 4.204
2.5 2.004 -670 -1.10 4.204
5 2.004 -43.0 -0.55 4.204
10 2.004 -11.3 -0.28 4.204
15 2.004 -7.3 -0.19 4.204

The purpose of this experiment was to determine whether gradual Gompertz type velocity 

decay predicts substantially different barrier flows for culverts than the constant 

deceleration model.  If Gompertz type deceleration substantially changes the predicted 

minimum velocity barrier flow, then future fish swimming ability studies should further 

investigate fish deceleration from burst to prolonged speed.  The tracking curves tested 

for this experiment are shown in Figure 2.12.  Individual Gompertz models compared to 

constant deceleration models can be found in the Appendix E.1-5.  Since this model 

utilizes deceleration, it can not be compared to FishXing directly.
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Test 6: Gompertz Model of Fish Swimming
(Continuous Tracking)
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Figure 2.12:  Gompertz type deceleration tracking curves, varied to approximate the 
constant deceleration models.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Test 1: Constant Burst Speed with Varied Burst Duration/Constant Prolonged

The purpose of this test was to determine the effects of changing the burst 

duration of the test fish on predicting the maximum passable flow rate before becoming a 

velocity barrier to fish passage for the test culverts.  For all trials of this test, the burst 

swimming speed and prolonged swimming speed/duration were constant.  For this test, 

the burst duration was  changed +/-50% from the test fish default of 5 seconds.

For Mulherin #4 and Rice #611, changing the burst duration had no effect on the 

model's predicted  velocity barrier flow rate to the test fish.  The effects of small changes 

of burst duration should be considered non-existent for this Mulherin #4 and Rice #611. 

For Uhler #481, changing the burst duration to 50% of the test fish default of 5 seconds 

had a small effect on the model's predicted  velocity barrier flow rate to the test fish 

(reduction of the predicted barrier flow rate by ≈8%).  Changing the burst duration to 

150% of the default of 5 seconds had no effect on the model's predicted velocity barrier 

flow rate to the test.  Graphical results for all three culverts are seen in Figure 3.1. 

Individual graphical and numerical results predicted by the model and by FishXing for 

Mulherin #4, Uhler #481, and Rice #611 can be found in Appendix F.1, F.2, and F.3, 

respectively.  Effects of small changes of burst duration should be considered negligible 

for any of the three test culverts.
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Test 2: Varied Burst Speed with Constant Burst Duration/Constant Prolonged

The purpose of this test was to determine the effects of changing the burst speed 

of the test fish on predicting the maximum passable flow rate before becoming a velocity 

barrier to fish passage for the test culverts.  For all trials of this test, the burst swimming 

duration and prolonged swimming speed/duration were constant.  For this test, the burst 

speed was changed to 75%, 125%, 150%, 175%, and 200% of the test fish default of 

4.204 ft/s.

 For Mulherin #4, changing the burst speed to 75%, 125%, 150%, and 175% of 

the default burst speed of the test fish (4.204 ft/s) had little or no effect on the model's 

predicted velocity barrier flow rate to the test fish.  However, changing the burst speed to 

200% of the default burst speed substantially increased the passable flow rate (increased 

the predicted velocity barrier flow rate by ≈138%).  For Ulher #481, changing the burst 

speed to 75% of the default burst speed of the test fish (4.204 ft/s) decreased the model's 

predicted velocity barrier flow rate to the test fish by ≈67%.  Changing the burst speed to 

125%, 150%, 175%, and 200% of the default burst speed of the test fish (4.204 ft/s) 

increased the model's predicted velocity barrier flow rate to the test fish by up to ≈192%. 

The effects of changing the burst speed should be considered very substantial for this 

culvert.  There is a strong positive trend between burst speed and the barrier flow rate; the 

larger the burst speed, the larger the passable flow rate.  For Rice #611, changing the 

burst speed had no effect on the model's predicted velocity barrier flow rate.  Graphical 

results for all three culverts are seen in Figure 3.2.  Individual graphical and numerical 

results predicted by the model and by FishXing for Mulherin #4, Uhler #481, and Rice 
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#611 can be found in Appendix F.4, F.5, and F.6, respectively.   The effects of small 

changes of burst speed should be considered substantial for this Mulherin #4 and Uhler 

#481, but not for Rice #611.

Test 3: Constant Burst/Prolonged Speed Varied with Constant Duration

The purpose of this test was to determine the effects of changing the prolonged 

swimming speed of the test fish on predicting the maximum passable flow rate before 

becoming a velocity barrier to fish passage for the test culverts.  For all trials of this test, 

the burst swimming speed/duration were constant.  For this test, the prolonged swimming 

speed  was changed by +/-20% of the test fish default prolonged speed of 2.2 ft/s.

For Mulherin #4, reducing the prolonged swimming speed by 20% of the test fish 

default of 2.2 ft/s reduced the model's predicted velocity barrier flow rate to the test fish 

by ≈52%.  Increasing the prolonged swimming speed by 20% of the test fish default 

increased the model's predicted velocity barrier flow rate to the test fish by ≈81%.  For 

Uhler #481, changing the prolonged swimming speed  had very little effect on the 

model's predicted velocity barrier flow rate.   For Rice #611 reducing the prolonged 

swimming speed by 20% of the test fish default of 2.2 ft/s reduced the model's predicted 

velocity barrier flow rate to the test fish by ≈48%.  Increasing the prolonged swimming 

speed by 20% of the test fish default increased the model's predicted velocity barrier flow 

rate to the test fish by ≈49%.  Graphical results for all three culverts are seen in Figure 

3.3.  Individual graphical and numerical results predicted by the model and by FishXing 

for Mulherin #4, Uhler #481, and Rice #611 can be found in Appendix F.7, F.8, and F.9, 
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respectively.  The effects of changing the prolonged swimming speed should be 

considered very substantial for Mulherin #4 and Rice #611. There is a strong positive 

trend between prolonged speed and the barrier flow rate; the larger the prolonged 

swimming speed, the larger the passable flow rate.  However, for Uhler #481, the effects 

of changing the prolonged swimming speed should be considered negligible. 

Test 4: Burst Speed and Duration Varied/Constant Prolonged

The purpose of this test was to determine the effects of changing the burst 

swimming speed and duration of the test fish on predicting the maximum passable flow 

rate before becoming a velocity barrier to fish passage for the test culverts.  Burst speed 

and duration were varied for the test fish using the Hunter and Mayor (1986) swimming 

speed endurance model in equation 2.14.  With this model, shorter burst durations have 

faster burst speeds.  For all trials of this test, the prolonged swimming speed/duration was 

constant.  For this test, burst durations of 1, 2.5, 5 (default), 10, 15, and 20 seconds  were 

tested while simultaneously changing the burst speed.

For Mulherin #4 and Rice #611, the model predicted the same velocity barrier 

flow rate to the test fish for burst durations of 1, 2.5, 5 (default) and 10 seconds. 

However, increasing the burst duration to 15 and 20 seconds reduced the model's 

predicted velocity barrier flow rate by up to ≈61% and ≈64% of that predicted by the 

default, respectively.  While this is a substantial reduction in the predicted barrier status 

flow, a fish would probably choose to swim at a lower velocity for a shorter duration in 

nature.  Therefore, the effects of changing the burst speed and duration simultaneously 
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should be considered minimal for these culverts.  For Uhler #481, reducing the burst 

duration to 1 and 2.5 seconds and simultaneously increasing burst speed increased the 

model's predicted velocity barrier flow rate to the test fish by up to ≈71% of that 

predicted by the default burst time of 5 seconds.  Increasing the burst duration to 10, 15 

and 20 seconds and simultaneously reducing burst speed reduced the model's predicted 

velocity barrier flow rate to the test fish by up to ≈92% of that predicted by the default. 

Graphical results for all three culverts are seen in Figure 3.4.  Individual graphical and 

numerical results predicted by the model and by FishXing for Mulherin #4, Uhler #481, 

and Rice #611 can be found in Appendix F.10, F.11, and F.12, respectively.  The effects 

of changing both burst speed and duration simultaneously should be considered very 

substantial for Uhler #481, but less consequential for Mulherin #4 and Rice #611.

Test 5: Constant Burst with Varied Constant Deceleration to Prolonged

The purpose of this test was to determine the effects of changing the time of 

deceleration from burst to prolonged speed of the test fish on predicting the maximum 

passable flow rate before becoming a velocity barrier to fish passage for the test culverts. 

For all trials of this test, the burst swimming speed/duration and prolonged swimming 

speed/duration were constant.  For this test, the deceleration time was changed to 1, 2.5, 

5, 10, and 15 seconds and compared to the default deceleration time of 0 seconds.

For Mulherin #4, changing the deceleration time to 1, 2.5, 5, 10, and 15 seconds 

had little to no effect on the model's predicted velocity barrier flow rate to the test fish 

compared to the default (deceleration time of 0 seconds).  However, changing the 
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deceleration time to 20 and 30 seconds increased the model's predicted velocity barrier 

flow rate to the test fish by up to ≈86% compared to the default (deceleration time of 0 

seconds).   For Uhler #481 and Rice #611, changing the deceleration time to 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 

15, 20, and 30 seconds had no effect on the model's predicted velocity barrier flow rate to 

the test fish compared to the default.  Graphical results for all three culverts are seen in 

Figure 3.5.  Individual graphical and numerical results predicted by the model for 

Mulherin #4, Uhler #481, and Rice #611 can be found in Appendix F.13, F.14, and F.15, 

respectively.  Since the nature of fish deceleration has not been studied extensively, the 

effects of changing the deceleration time from burst to prolonged swimming speed should 

be considered somewhat influential for this Mulherin #4.  However, the effects of 

changing the deceleration time should be considered non-existent for this Uhler #481 and 

Rice #611.

Test 6: Gompertz Type Deceleration from Burst to Prolonged

The purpose of this test was to determine the effects of using Gompertz type 

deceleration from burst to prolonged speed of the test fish on predicting the maximum 

passable flow rate before becoming a velocity barrier to fish passage for the test culverts. 

Another purpose was to determine if the predicted results for Gompertz models are 

different than those predicted by a constant deceleration model.  For all trials of this test, 

the initial burst swimming speed and ultimate prolonged swimming speed were constant. 

For this test, approximate deceleration times of 1, 2.5, 5, 10, and 15 seconds were used.
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For all three test culverts changing the approximate deceleration time to 1, 2.5, 5, 

10, and 15 seconds had little to no effect on the model's predicted velocity barrier flow 

rate to the test fish compared to the default (deceleration time of 0 seconds).  Also, the 

difference in velocity barrier flow rates predicted by the Gompertz model and by the 

constant deceleration model was minimal or non-existent (less than 6% difference for 

Mulherin #4 and ≈0% difference for Uhler #481 and Rice #611).  Graphical results for all 

three culverts are seen in Figure 3.6.  Individual graphical and numerical results predicted 

by the model for Mulherin #4, Uhler #481, and Rice #611 can be found in Appendix 

F.16, F.17, and F.18, respectively.  The effects of using Gompertz decay deceleration 

should be considered unsubstantial for all three test culverts.  Similarly, since there was 

little or no difference between Gompertz and constant deceleration results, there is no 

reason to use a model as complex as Gompertz deceleration for the test culverts.
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Figure 3.1: Test 1 graphical results for the three test culverts.

Figure 3.2: Test 2 graphical results for the three test culverts.
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Test 1: Constant Burst Speed-Burst Duration Varied
(Results)
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Test 2: Burst Speed Varied-Burst Duration Constant
(Results)
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Figure 3.3: Test 3 graphical results for the three test culverts.

Figure 3.4: Test 4 graphical results for the three test culverts.
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Test 3: Constant Burst-Prolonged Speed Varied
(Results)
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Test 4: Burst Speed and Duration Varied
(Results)
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Figure 3.5: Test 5 graphical results for the three test culverts.

Figure 3.6: Test 6 graphical results for the three test culverts.
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Test 5: Constant Burst with Constant Deceleration
(Results)
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Test 6: Gompertz Approximation
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Mulherin #4 Summary

The occupied velocity profile and fish swimming speed for the default test fish 

tracking curve within Mulherin #4 at the maximum passable flow rate can be seen in 

Appendix G.1, and the water surface profile for this flow rate can be seen in Appendix 

G.2.  Figure 3.7 shows the results envelope for all six of the fish tracking curve tests.  For 

Mulherin #4, the variable most affecting the velocity barrier flow rate was the prolonged 

swimming speed.  However, for some tests, burst speed and deceleration time affected 

the velocity barrier flow rate.  For most burst speed and burst duration combinations the 

burst was sufficient for the fish to enter into the outlet of the culvert, but insufficient for 

the fish to pass through the entire length of the culvert in burst mode.  Therefore, 

prolonged swimming speed became the limiting variable affecting the passable flow rate. 

Only when the burst speed was increased to 200% of the default (with the same 5 second 

duration) or when the deceleration time was increased to more than 15 seconds did the 

the burst speed become the variable affecting the passable flow rate.  With these two 

conditions the fish was able to pass through the length of the culvert in burst mode or 

during deceleration.

For Mulherin #4, some possible reasons for prolonged swimming speed being the 

primary variable affecting the velocity barrier flow rate are the culvert's long length and 

the fact that flow throughout is supercritical.  For this supercritical culvert, uniform flow 

occurs for most of the length beyond the inlet zone, and there is no increased velocity at 

the outlet.  Thus, the fish must swim through a long length of high occupied velocity. 
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Consequentially, the prolonged swimming speed must be greater than the greatest 

occupied velocity in the barrel of the culvert.  A greater prolonged swimming speed leads 

to a larger velocity barrier flow rate.  However, when the burst speed is sufficiently large 

to pass the entire culvert in burst mode, the burst swimming speed becomes the variable 

controlling the velocity barrier flow rate.  When the deceleration time is sufficiently long 

that the fish reaches prolonged speed at the end of the inlet zone, the deceleration time 

becomes a variable substantially affecting the velocity barrier flow rate.  Therefore, to 

assess velocity barrier flow rate for Mulherin #4, it is important to have accurate values 

(in order of importance) for the prolonged speed, burst speed, and deceleration time of 

the fish.

Uhler #481 Summary

The occupied velocity profile and fish swimming speed for the default test fish 

tracking curve within Uhler #481 at the maximum passable flow rate can be seen in 

Appendix G.3, and the water surface profile for this flow rate can be seen in Appendix 

G.4.  Figure 3.8 shows the results envelope for all six of the fish tracking curve tests.  For 

Uhler #481, the variable most affecting the velocity barrier flow rate was the burst 

swimming speed.  This was true for both the constant burst speed duration test, and the 

Hunter and Mayor (1986) varied burst speed/duration endurance model.   Varying the 

prolonged swimming speed and deceleration time did not affect the velocity barrier flow 

rate.  
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For Uhler #481, some possible reasons for burst swimming speed being the 

primary variable affecting the velocity barrier flow rate are the culvert's short length, the 

fact that flow throughout is subcritical, and the outlet drop creating a free surface 

condition at the outlet.  Since Uhler #481 is subcritical and has an outlet drop, a free 

surface condition exists at the outlet.  This creates a high occupied velocity zone in the 

outlet zone of the culvert that the fish must overcome before passing through lower 

velocities in the remainder of the culvert barrel.  The highest occupied velocity occurs at 

the outlet itself.  Consequentially, the burst swimming speed must be greater than the 

outlet velocity.  A greater burst swimming speed leads to a larger velocity barrier flow 

rate.  Prolonged speed is not a variable affecting the velocity barrier flow rate because of 

the short length of the culvert and the low velocities created by being subcritical. 

Therefore, to assess velocity barrier flow rate for Uhler #481, it is important to have 

accurate burst swimming speed and duration values for the fish.

Rice #611 Summary

The occupied velocity profile and fish swimming speed for the default test fish 

tracking curve within Rice #611 at the maximum passable flow rate can be seen in 

Appendix G.5, and the water surface profile for this flow rate can be seen in Appendix 

G.6.  Figure 3.9 shows the results envelope for all six of the fish tracking curve tests.  For 

Rice #611, the variable most affecting the velocity barrier flow rate was the prolonged 

swimming speed.  Varying the burst swimming speed/duration and deceleration time did 

not affect the velocity barrier flow rate.  For all burst speed and burst duration 
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combinations the burst was sufficient for the fish to enter into the outlet of the culvert, 

but insufficient for the fish the pass through the entire length of the culvert in burst mode. 

Therefore, prolonged swimming speed became the limiting variable affecting the 

passable flow rate.  

For Rice #611, one possible reason for prolonged swimming speed being the 

primary variable affecting the velocity barrier flow rate is the culvert's long length.  The 

embedded material, cross-sectional geometry, and shallow slope of Rice #611 cause the 

culvert to be subcritical for all flows.  For this subcritical culvert, uniform flow occurs for 

most of the length beyond the inlet zone.  The outlet condition is such that there is no 

increased velocity at the outlet.  Thus, the fish must swim through a long length of 

uniform subcritical flow.  Consequentially, the prolonged swimming speed must be 

greater than the greatest occupied velocity in the barrel of the culvert.  A greater 

prolonged swimming speed leads to a larger velocity barrier flow rate.  Due to the long 

length of the culvert,  burst speed is never sufficiently large to pass the entire culvert in 

burst mode.  Therefore, to assess velocity barrier flow rate for Rice #611, it is important 

to have an accurate value for the prolonged speed of the fish. 
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Figure 3.7: Results envelope for Mulherin #4 showing how sensitive fish swimming 
variables are to the velocity barrier flow rate.
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Figure 3.8: Results envelope for Uhler #481 showing how sensitive fish swimming 
variables are to the velocity barrier flow rate.
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Figure 3.9: Results envelope for Rice #611 showing how sensitive fish swimming 
variables are to the velocity barrier flow rate.
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CONCLUSIONS

Culverts can create barriers for movement of fish and other aquatic organisms by 

causing excessive velocity, insufficient flow depth, and vertical outlet barriers.  The focus 

of this thesis is on excessive velocity barriers to upstream movement of fish.  One-

dimensional culvert hydraulic models, like FishXing, are some of the most commonly 

used indirect tools for assessing fish passage through culverts.  These models use fish 

swimming ability information along with one-dimensional culvert hydraulics to predict 

barrier status of culverts.  With strong sets of fish swimming information and very basic 

culvert geometry information, these models can be used to estimate a range of flows that 

can be considered passable for the fish.  Unfortunately, for most species,  there is little 

fish swimming ability data available.  This can lead to inadequate descriptions of fish 

movement through culverts, and ultimately inaccurate flow windows.  FishXing has been 

shown to be a conservative model, often predicting the culvert is a barrier to a fish when 

the fish is capable of passing through it (Burford et al., 2009; Cahoon et al., 2007a).  This 

could lead to the design of culverts that are not as economical as they could be.  To make 

one-dimensional culvert hydraulic fish passage models as strong as possible, additional 

fish swimming ability research is necessary.  The primary goal of this study was to 

determine the effects of different swimming ability variables on the velocity barrier flow 

rate predicted by a one-dimensional culvert hydraulics model.  The influential fish 

swimming ability variables affecting fish passage were determined with this analysis. 

The study can therefore be used to guide further research so that future fish swimming 
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ability studies can gather swimming data that is the most crucial to predicting fish 

passage.

For this study, a one-dimensional culvert hydraulics model was created in Visual 

Basic using Microsoft Excel as an interface for input and output.  The program was 

designed to replicate the hydraulic calculations performed in FishXing.  Three diverse 

test culverts (Mulherin #4, Uhler #481, and Rice #611) were selected to show how 

culverts with differing length, geometry, sub/supercritical flow, and embedded material 

affect which fish swimming ability variables most influence the predicted velocity barrier 

flow rate.  A default test fish was designed based upon fish swimming ability literature 

(0.919 ft total length adult rainbow trout).  Each culvert was subjected to six tests, each 

testing the sensitivity of a fish swimming ability variable:

• Test 1: Variable-Burst Duration

• Test 2: Variable-Burst Speed

• Test 3: Variable-Prolonged Speed

• Test 4: Variable-Burst Speed and Duration

• Test 5: Variable-Constant Deceleration Time

• Test 6: Variable-Gompertz Deceleration Time

For tests 1-4, results were compared directly to FishXing to ensure that similar results 

and trends were present in both models.  Tests 5 and 6 were more complex swimming 

algorithms than FishXing is capable of modeling.

For Mulherin #4, a mid-length culvert with supercritical flow, the most sensitive 

variable affecting the velocity barrier flow rate was the prolonged swimming speed. 
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However, burst speed and constant deceleration time were also influential variables 

affecting the velocity barrier flow rate.  The reason prolonged speed is considered more 

influential than the other two variables is because every trial of test 3 predicted a different 

velocity barrier flow rate.  The other two tests only showed increased velocity barrier 

flow rates at the upper bounds of the test ranges.  For this culvert, the primary obstacle 

for a fish is to pass through the length of high velocity, supercritical flow.  For Uhler 

#481, a mid-length culvert with subcritical flow, the most sensitive variable affecting the 

velocity barrier flow rate was the burst swimming speed.  Similarly, varying burst speed 

and duration according to Hunter and Mayor (1986) substantially affected the velocity 

barrier flow rate.  For this culvert, the primary obstacle for a fish is to pass through the 

high velocity zone created by the free surface at the outlet.  For Rice #611, a long-length 

culvert with subcritical flow and embedded material, the most sensitive variable affecting 

the velocity barrier flow rate was the prolonged swimming speed.  For this culvert, the 

primary obstacle for a fish is to pass through the long length of medium velocity, 

subcritical flow.

From this study, it was determined that for different types of culverts, different 

fish swimming ability variables become the variable substantially affecting the velocity 

barrier flow rate.  Therefore, to model a fish in different fish passage situations, there 

should be accurate quantification of the fish species' burst speed, burst duration, the 

relationship between burst speed and duration, prolonged swimming speed, and constant 

deceleration time (if any).  The study required only three test culverts to show that all of 

these fish swimming variables are influential in different passage situations.  It was 
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unnecessary to use more test culverts because the results would be redundant.  Every 

variable tested was shown to be influential in at least one of the tests, with the exception 

of varying burst duration alone (test 1).

Concerning deceleration of a fish from burst to prolonged swimming mode, this 

study showed that constant deceleration is sufficient to describe the transition and it is 

unnecessary to use a deceleration model as complex as a Gompertz type decay.  While 

deceleration was not shown to be a crucial variable for all culverts, for Mulherin #4, it 

was determined to be a variable that could substantially affect the predicted velocity 

barrier flow rate.  Little is known about the transition from burst to prolonged swimming 

speed for fish, therefore further research of fish swimming behavior is necessary to 

estimate fish species' deceleration.  However, if a fish does have a substantial 

deceleration time, a constant deceleration is most likely sufficient to model it.  If one-

dimensional culvert hydraulic fish passage modeling programs like FishXing are adapted 

in the future to include deceleration in their fish swimming models, using a constant 

deceleration would be the simplest addition and would probably describe the transition 

from burst swimming to prolonged swimming mode adequately.  The study required only 

three test culverts to find one with deceleration as an influential variable.  
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Option Explicit
'Defining Functions
'ArcCos function
Function ArcCos(X As Double)
    If X = 1 Then
        ArcCos = 0
    Else
        ArcCos = Atn(-X / Sqr(-X * X + 1)) + 2 * Atn(1)
    End If
End Function

Function Interp(Xr As Range, Yr As Range, xi As Double)

' Interpolatting function - x data must be sorted from low to high, top of column to bottom
' Written by Joel Cahoon, Fall 2005   MSU CE Department
' Code is password protected - released to students in file: Toolkit.xls
   
   Dim j As Integer, n As Integer, Slope As Double, intercept As Double
   Dim i As Integer, low As Integer, high As Integer

   n = Xr.Rows.Count

   ReDim X(n) As Double, Y(n) As Double

   For i = 1 To n
      X(i) = Xr.Cells(i, 1).Value
      Y(i) = Yr.Cells(i, 1).Value
   Next i

   If xi <= X(1) Then low = 1
   If xi >= X(n) Then high = 1

   If low <> 1 And high <> 1 Then

      For i = 1 To n - 1
         If X(i) < xi And X(i + 1) >= xi Then j = i
      Next i

      Slope = (Y(j + 1) - Y(j)) / (X(j + 1) - X(j))
      intercept = Y(j) - Slope * X(j)

      Interp = Slope * xi + intercept

   Else

      If low = 1 Then Interp = Y(1)
      If high = 1 Then Interp = Y(n)

   End If

End Function
'End of Functions

'**************************************************************************************
'******************************************************************************j*******
'**************************************************************************************

Sub fish_passage()

'FISH PASSAGE PROGRAM (PART 1-Culvert Hydraulics)
'Note: You can allocate more memory to each of the ranges if you need to

'Declare/Dimension variables from input screen:
    Dim CulvDia As Double           'Culvert Diameter (ft)
    Dim CulvLength As Double       'Culvert Barrell Length (ft)
    Dim CulvEntLoss As Double       'Culvert Entrance Loss (Ke)
    Dim CulvEmbedDepth As Double    'Culvert Embedded Depth (ft)
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    Dim Culvn As Double             'Culvert material rougness (Mannings n)
    Dim Bottomn As Double           'Culvert bottom roughness (Mannings n)
    Dim InBottomElev As Double      'Inlet bottom elevation (elevation of substrate-ft)
    Dim OutBottomElev As Double    'Outlet bottom elevation (elevation of substrate-ft)
    Dim QpLow As Double             'Lowest flow checked for fish passage (cfs)
    Dim QpHigh As Double           'Highest flow checked for fish passage (cfs)
    Dim TWpoolElev As Double        'Tail water pool surface elevation (ft)
    Dim TWBottomElev As Double      'Tail water pool bottom elevation (ft)
    Dim VelRedIn As Double          'Velocity Reduction factor for fish occupation in Inlet
    Dim VelRedBar As Double        'Velocity Reduction factor for fish occupation in Barrell
    Dim VelRedOut As Double         'Velocity Reduction factor for fish occupation in Outlet
'Declare/Dimension global constants:
    Dim Grav As Double             'Gravity acceleration
    Dim Pii As Double 'Pi=3.141526…

'Assign the input variables above to cells from the input screen:
    CulvDia = Worksheets("Input").Cells(5, 3).Value
    CulvLength = Worksheets("Input").Cells(6, 3).Value
    CulvEntLoss = Worksheets("Input").Cells(8, 3).Value
    CulvEmbedDepth = Worksheets("Input").Cells(9, 3).Value
    Culvn = Worksheets("Input").Cells(10, 3).Value
    Bottomn = Worksheets("Input").Cells(11, 3).Value
    InBottomElev = Worksheets("Input").Cells(12, 3).Value
    OutBottomElev = Worksheets("Input").Cells(13, 3).Value
    QpLow = Worksheets("Input").Cells(16, 3).Value
    QpHigh = Worksheets("Input").Cells(17, 3).Value
    TWpoolElev = Worksheets("Input").Cells(20, 3).Value
    TWBottomElev = Worksheets("Input").Cells(21, 3).Value
    VelRedIn = Worksheets("Input").Cells(27, 3).Value
    VelRedBar = Worksheets("Input").Cells(28, 3).Value
    VelRedOut = Worksheets("Input").Cells(29, 3).Value

'Assign values to global constants:
    Grav = 32.2
    Pii = 3.14159265358979

'Culvert Bottom Slope (S0)
Dim CulvBottomSlope As Double
    CulvBottomSlope = (InBottomElev - OutBottomElev) / CulvLength
    
'End of culvert input assignment section

'********************o*****************************************************************
'This portion of the program determines what flows to check
'Note: this can be modified later to include more steps at lower flows and more at higher flows

    Dim Q(100) As Double, i As Integer     'i is a counter
    For i = 0 To 100
        Q(i) = QpLow + i * ((QpHigh - QpLow) / 100)
    Next i
'End of flows to check portion

'**************************************************************************************
'This Portion of the program determines the Critical Depth (Yc) at all of the desired flows
'Note: Yc is solved for using a Bisect Method Solver
'Note: If the flow is very high, pipe flow will occur and no Yc will exist
'Dimension the terms for the bisect solver:
    Dim YcLow As Double, YcHigh As Double, YcBar As Double, YcBarOld As Double, err As Double
    Dim YCritTotLow As Double, ThetaSurfaceCritLow As Double, AreaCritFlowLow As Double 

Dim AreaCritTotLow As Double, TopWidthYcLow As Double, RHSYcLow As Double
    Dim YCritTotBar As Double, ThetaSurfaceCritBar As Double, AreaCritFlowBar As Double 
    Dim AreaCritTotBar As Double, TopWidthYcBar As Double, RHSYcbar As Double
    Dim ThetaEmbed As Double, AreaEmbed
    Dim Yc(100) As Double, Ac(100) As Double    'this range can change if you want more calculations
       
    'Calculate the geometric properties for the embedded portion
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        'Theta for the top of substrate
ThetaEmbed = ArcCos(1 - CulvEmbedDepth / (CulvDia / 2))     
'Area of substrate in culvert        
AreaEmbed = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaEmbed - Cos(ThetaEmbed) * Sin(ThetaEmbed))    

  For i = 0 To 100
    err = 1                                                     'error: err=1 so that it starts >0.0000001
    'Establish upper and lower bounds
        YcLow = 0 + 0.0000000001                   'Yc lower bound
        

'Yc upper bound (bound by top of culvert
YcHigh = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth - 0.0000000001        

'note: +/- a small amount to prevent TopWidth=0.0ft
    'Begin Bisect Method
    While err > 0.0000001                                      'Excutes bisection until tiny error
        YcBar = (YcLow + YcHigh) / 2                            'Midpoint of YcLow and YcHigh

        'To Determine Yc use (Q-SQRT(g*A^3/T)=0), where A=Flow Area, T=TopWidth
        'For lower bound:

'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
            YCritTotLow = CulvEmbedDepth + YcLow   

'Theta for water surface                             
            ThetaSurfaceCritLow = ArcCos(1 - YCritTotLow / (CulvDia / 2))       
            AreaCritTotLow = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceCritLow - Cos(ThetaSurfaceCritLow) * 
Sin(ThetaSurfaceCritLow))

'Flow area
            AreaCritFlowLow = AreaCritTotLow – AreaEmbed

'Top Width                        
            TopWidthYcLow = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * Sin(ThetaSurfaceCritLow) 

'Q-SQRT(g*A^3/T)=0       
            RHSYcLow = Q(i) - Sqr(Grav * AreaCritFlowLow ^ 3 / TopWidthYcLow)    
    
        'For midpoint:
            YCritTotBar = CulvEmbedDepth + YcBar                                   'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
            ThetaSurfaceCritBar = ArcCos(1 - YCritTotBar / (CulvDia / 2))          'Theta for water surface
            AreaCritTotBar = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceCritBar - Cos(ThetaSurfaceCritBar) * Sin(ThetaSurfaceCritBar))
            AreaCritFlowBar = AreaCritTotBar - AreaEmbed                           'Flow area
            TopWidthYcBar = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * Sin(ThetaSurfaceCritBar)           'Top Width
            RHSYcbar = Q(i) - Sqr(Grav * AreaCritFlowBar ^ 3 / TopWidthYcBar) 'Q-SQRT(g*A^3/T)=0
    
        'Changing bounds for next iteration:

'Changing the upper and lower bounds Yc in bisect if necessary
            If RHSYcLow * RHSYcbar > 0 Then YcLow = YcBar   

'Changing the upper and lower bounds Yc in bisect if necessary
       
            If RHSYcLow * RHSYcbar < 0 Then YcHigh = YcBar                  
        'Calculating error:

'Recalculating error of new YcBar compared to the YcBarOld
            err = Abs(100 * (YcBar - YcBarOld) / YcBar)            
            YcBarOld = YcBar                                        'Redefining YcBarOld
    Wend
        
        Yc(i) = YcBar                                               'Updating Yc  *This is the big thing we're solving for
        Ac(i) = AreaCritFlowBar
Next i

'****************************************************************************e*********
'This Portion of the program determines the Normal Depth (Yn) at all of the desired flows
'Note: Yn is solved for using a Bisect Method Solver
'Note: If Channel Slope (S0)<=0, there is NO Normal Depth
'Dimension the terms for the Bisect Solver:
If CulvBottomSlope > 0 Then     'Only calculate Yn for S0>0 ft/ft
    Dim PEmbed As Double, PBottom As Double
    Dim YnLow As Double, YnHigh As Double, YnBar As Double, YnBarOld As Double
    Dim YNormTotLow As Double, ThetaSurfaceNormLow As Double, AreaNormTotLow As Double, AreaNormFlowLow As 
Double
    Dim PSidesLow As Double, PTotLow As Double, nTotLow As Double, RHSYnLow As Double
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    Dim YNormTotBar As Double, ThetaSurfaceNormBar As Double, AreaNormTotBar As Double, AreaNormFlowBar As 
Double
    Dim PSidesBar As Double, PTotBar As Double, nTotBar As Double, RHSYnBar As Double
    Dim Yn(100) As Double, An(100) As Double    'this range can change if I want more calculations

    'Calculate Geometric Properties of the embedded portion
        PEmbed = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaEmbed    'Wetted Perimeter of embedded portion (subtracted out)
        PBottom = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * Sin(ThetaEmbed) 'Top width of embedded portion
        
For i = 0 To 100
    err = 1                                                     'error: err=1 so that it starts >0.0000001
    'Establish upper and lower bounds
        YnLow = 0 + 0.0000000001                                'Yn lower bound
        YnHigh = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth - 0.0000000001        'Yn upper bound (bound by top of culvert
                                                                'note: +/- a small amount to prevent TopWidth=0.0ft
    'Begin Bisect Method
    While err > 0.0000001                                       'Excutes bisection until tiny error
        YnBar = (YnLow + YnHigh) / 2                            'Midpoint of YnLow and YnHigh

     'To Determine Yn use (Q-(1.486/n)*A*(A/P)^(2/3)*S0^(1/2))=0), where n=Manning's n, 
     'A=Flow Area, P=Wetted Perimeter
        'For lower bound:
            YNormTotLow = CulvEmbedDepth + YnLow                                'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
            ThetaSurfaceNormLow = ArcCos(1 - YNormTotLow / (CulvDia / 2))       'Theta for water surface
            AreaNormTotLow = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceNormLow - Cos(ThetaSurfaceNormLow) * 
Sin(ThetaSurfaceNormLow))
            AreaNormFlowLow = AreaNormTotLow - AreaEmbed                        'Flow area (A)
'Wetted Perimeter of culvert walls
            PSidesLow = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurfaceNormLow - PEmbed        
            PTotLow = PBottom + PSidesLow                                       'Total Wetted Perimeter
            nTotLow = (((PSidesLow * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / PTotLow) ^ (2 / 3)      'Composite Manning's 
n
            '(Q-(n/1.486)*A*(A/P)^(2/3)*S0^(1/2))=0) or (Q(i)-Qmannings(i))
            RHSYnLow = Q(i) - (1.486 / nTotLow) * AreaNormFlowLow * (AreaNormFlowLow / PTotLow) ^ (2 / 3) * 
CulvBottomSlope ^ (1 / 2)
    
        'To Determine Yn use (Q-(1.486/n)*A*(A/P)^(2/3)*S0^(1/2))=0), where n=Manning's n, A=Flow Area, P=Wetted 
Perimeter
        'For midpoint bound:
            YNormTotBar = CulvEmbedDepth + YnBar                                'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
            ThetaSurfaceNormBar = ArcCos(1 - YNormTotBar / (CulvDia / 2))       'Theta for water surface
            AreaNormTotBar = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceNormBar - Cos(ThetaSurfaceNormBar) * 
Sin(ThetaSurfaceNormBar))
            AreaNormFlowBar = AreaNormTotBar - AreaEmbed                        'Flow area (A)
            PSidesBar = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurfaceNormBar - PEmbed        'Wetted Perimeter of culvert walls
            PTotBar = PBottom + PSidesBar                                       'Total Wetted Perimeter
            nTotBar = (((PSidesBar * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / PTotBar) ^ (2 / 3)      'Composite Manning's n
            '(Q-(1.486/n)*A*(A/P)^(2/3)*S0^(1/2))=0) or (Q(i)-Qmannings(i))
            RHSYnBar = Q(i) - (1.486 / nTotBar) * AreaNormFlowBar * (AreaNormFlowBar / PTotBar) ^ (2 / 3) * 
CulvBottomSlope ^ (1 / 2)
    
        'Changing bounds for next iteration:
            If RHSYnLow * RHSYnBar > 0 Then YnLow = YnBar           'Changing the upper and lower bounds Yn in bisect if 
necessary
            If RHSYnLow * RHSYnBar < 0 Then YnHigh = YnBar          'Changing the upper and lower bounds Yn in bisect if 
necessary
        
        'Calculating error:
            err = Abs(100 * (YnBar - YnBarOld) / YnBar)             'Recalculating error of new YnBar compared to the YnBarOld
            YnBarOld = YnBar                                        'Redefining YnBarOld
    Wend
        
        Yn(i) = YnBar                                                'Updating Yn  *This is the big thing we're solving for
        An(i) = AreaNormFlowBar
Next i

'******************************************************************************l*******
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'This Portion of the program determines the free surface (Yfs) at all of the desired flows
'Note: Yfs is solved for using a Bisect Method Solver
'Dimension the terms for the bisect solver:
    Dim YfsLow As Double, YfsHigh As Double, YfsBar As Double, YfsBarOld As Double
    Dim YfsTotLow As Double, ThetaSurfacefsLow As Double, AreafsFlowLow As Double, AreafsTotLow As Double, 
RHSYfsLow As Double
    Dim YfsTotBar As Double, ThetaSurfacefsBar As Double, AreafsFlowBar As Double, AreafsTotBar As Double, 
RHSYfsbar As Double
    Dim Yfs(100) As Double, Afs(100) As Double    'this range can change if I want more calculations
       
For i = 0 To 100
    err = 1                                                     'error: err=1 so that it starts >0.0000001
    Afs(i) = 0.71 * Ac(i)                                       'Afs=0.71*Ac
    'Establish upper and lower bounds
        YfsLow = 0 + 0.0000000001                               'Yfs lower bound
        YfsHigh = Yc(i)                                         'Yfs upper bound (bound by yc)
                                                                'note: +/- a small amount to prevent TopWidth=0.0ft
    'Begin Bisect Method
    While err > 0.0000001                                       'Excutes bisection until tiny error
        YfsBar = (YfsLow + YfsHigh) / 2                         'Midpoint of YfsLow and YfsHigh

        'To Determine Yfs use Afs=0.71*Ac
        'For lower bound:
            YfsTotLow = CulvEmbedDepth + YfsLow                                 'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
            ThetaSurfacefsLow = ArcCos(1 - YfsTotLow / (CulvDia / 2))           'Theta for water surface
            AreafsTotLow = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfacefsLow - Cos(ThetaSurfacefsLow) * Sin(ThetaSurfacefsLow))
            AreafsFlowLow = AreafsTotLow - AreaEmbed                            'Flow area
            RHSYfsLow = Afs(i) - AreafsFlowLow
    
        'For midpoint:
            YfsTotBar = CulvEmbedDepth + YfsBar                                 'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
            ThetaSurfacefsBar = ArcCos(1 - YfsTotBar / (CulvDia / 2))           'Theta for water surface
            AreafsTotBar = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfacefsBar - Cos(ThetaSurfacefsBar) * Sin(ThetaSurfacefsBar))
            AreafsFlowBar = AreafsTotBar - AreaEmbed                            'Flow area
            RHSYfsbar = Afs(i) - AreafsFlowBar
    
        'Changing bounds for next iteration:
            If RHSYfsLow * RHSYfsbar > 0 Then YfsLow = YfsBar           'Changing the upper and lower bounds Yfs in bisect 
if necessary
            If RHSYfsLow * RHSYfsbar < 0 Then YfsHigh = YfsBar          'Changing the upper and lower bounds Yfs in bisect 
if necessary
        
        'Calculating error:
            err = Abs(100 * (YfsBar - YfsBarOld) / YfsBar)              'Recalculating error of new YfsBar compared to the 
YfsBarOld
            YfsBarOld = YfsBar                                          'Redefining YfsBarOld
    Wend
        
        Yfs(i) = YfsBar                                               'Updating Yfs  *This is the big thing we're solving for
Next i

'*************************************l************************************************
'This portion checks what type of slope the culvert has (adverse, horizontal, critical, mild, or steep)
Dim SlopeClass(100) As String, SteepClass(100) As String

For i = 0 To 100
    'For Adverse
    If CulvBottomSlope < 0 Then
        SlopeClass(i) = "Adverse"
        SteepClass(i) = "NonSteep"
    End If
    
    'For Horizontal
    If CulvBottomSlope = 0 Then
        SlopeClass(i) = "Horizontal"
        SteepClass(i) = "NonSteep"
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    End If
    
    'For Critical, Steep or Mild
    If CulvBottomSlope > 0 Then
        'Critical
        If Yn(i) = Yc(i) Then
            SlopeClass(i) = "Critical"      'Mild slope occurs when Yn=Yc (Note: Occurs very rarely)
            SteepClass(i) = "NonSteep"
        End If
        
        'Mild
        If Yn(i) > Yc(i) Then
            SlopeClass(i) = "Mild"          'Mild slope occurs when Yn>Yc
            SteepClass(i) = "NonSteep"
        End If
        
        'Steep
        If Yn(i) < Yc(i) Then
            SlopeClass(i) = "Steep"         'Mild slope occurs when Yn<Yc
            SteepClass(i) = "Steep"
        End If
    End If

Next i

'********************************************************************************************************************
'This portion defines the Inlet, Barrel, and Outlet Zones
'Note: Culvert Inlet is station 0ft, and Outlet station is the culvert length (ft).  Stationing increases moving 'downstream.
Dim InZoneStart As Double, InZoneEnd As Double, BarZoneStart As Double, BarZoneEnd(100) As Double, 
OutZoneStart(100) As Double, OutZoneEnd

'Inlet/Barrel Zone
InZoneStart = 0
If CulvDia <= 9 Then
    'If Dia<=9' Then Inlet Zone is 2' long
    InZoneEnd = 2
Else
    'If Dia>9' Then Inlet Zone is 3' long
    InZoneEnd = 3
End If
BarZoneStart = InZoneEnd

'Outlet/Barrel Zone
OutZoneEnd = CulvLength                     'Outlet Zone Ends at the Outlet
For i = 0 To 100
OutZoneStart(i) = CulvLength - 4 * Yc(i)    'Outlet Zone is 4*Yc long
BarZoneEnd(i) = OutZoneStart(i)             'Barrel Zone ends where Outlet Zone starts
Next i

'******************************************************************************e*******
'This portion defines the boundary conditions
'Note: Stationing increases moving downstream
'For NON-submerged culverts
'This portion defines the Depths (Y-ft), and Location (X-ft) in the culvert for 101 different flows at 103 'locations
'i 0 to 100 for increasing flows
'j 0 to 102 for decreasing position X (j=0, X=CulvLength, j=102, X=0)

Dim X(100, 102) As Double, Y(100, 102) As Double, Z(100, 102) As Double     'The depth,location, and elev of each 
profile point
Dim j As Integer, jj As Integer                     'j=The counter for position moving upstream. jj=counter downstream
Dim YinletBound(100) As Double, Yinlet(100)         'YinletBound is the Boundary at end of the inletzone, Yinlet is Y at 
x=0ft
Dim YoutletBound(100) As Double, Youtlet(100)       'YoutletBound is the Boundary at beginning of the outletzone, Youtlet 
is Y at x=L ft
Dim Ytw As Double, Yfw(100, 102) As Double, Ybw(100, 102) As Double

Ytw = TWpoolElev - OutBottomElev                    'Tailwater elevation above the culvert's outlet bottom
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'First: Inlet controlled for steep culverts
For i = 0 To 100
    If SteepClass(i) = "Steep" Then
        YinletBound(i) = Yc(i)                      'YinletBoundary=Yc for Steep Culverts
        'Assigning depths and locations for Boundary Conditions
            X(i, 101) = 0
            Z(i, 101) = OutBottomElev + (CulvLength - X(i, 101)) * CulvBottomSlope  'Bottom Elevation at X-position
            Yfw(i, 101) = YinletBound(i)            'YinletBound Occurs at InZoneEnd
        
        If Ytw > Yc(i) Then                         'If Ytw>Yc, then need BOTH inlet and outlet boundary conditions
            'Assign location and elevation:
                X(i, 0) = CulvLength
                X(i, 1) = CulvLength                    'X(i,0)=X(i,1)
                Z(i, 0) = OutBottomElev + (CulvLength - X(i, 0)) * CulvBottomSlope  'Bottom Elevation at X-position
                Z(i, 1) = OutBottomElev + (CulvLength - X(i, 1)) * CulvBottomSlope  'Bottom Elevation at X-position
            
            'SUBMERGED: If submerged, Y is the top of the culvert
            If TWpoolElev >= (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
                Youtlet(i) = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth
                YoutletBound(i) = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth  'GVF Begins at OutletBound
            End If
            
            'UNSUBMERGED: If unsubmereged, Y = Ytw
            If TWpoolElev < (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
                Youtlet(i) = Ytw
                YoutletBound(i) = Youtlet(i)            'GVF Begins at OutletBound
            End If
            
            'Assigning depths for Boundary Conditions
                Ybw(i, 0) = Youtlet(i)
                Ybw(i, 1) = YoutletBound(i)     'Y(i,0)=Y(i,1)
        End If
    
    Else        'If SlopeClass=Mild, Critical, Horizontal, or Adverse
        If Ytw >= Yc(i) Then                    'If Ytw>Yc Then Youtlet=Ytw
            'Assign location and elevation:
                X(i, 0) = CulvLength
                X(i, 1) = CulvLength                    'X(i,0)=X(i,1)
                Z(i, 0) = OutBottomElev + (CulvLength - X(i, 0)) * CulvBottomSlope  'Bottom Elevation at X-position
                Z(i, 1) = OutBottomElev + (CulvLength - X(i, 1)) * CulvBottomSlope  'Bottom Elevation at X-position
            
            'SUBMERGED: If submerged, Y is the top of the culvert
            If TWpoolElev >= (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
                Youtlet(i) = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth
                YoutletBound(i) = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth  'GVF Begins at OutletBound
            End If
            
            'UNSUBMERGED: If unsubmereged, Y = Ytw
            If TWpoolElev < (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
                Youtlet(i) = Ytw
                YoutletBound(i) = Youtlet(i)            'GVF Begins at OutletBound
            End If

            'Assigning depths and locations for Boundary Conditions
                Y(i, 0) = Youtlet(i)
                Y(i, 1) = YoutletBound(i)       'Y(i,0)=Y(i,1)
        End If
        
        If Ytw < Yc(i) Then     'No Submerged option for boundary conditions (Not necessary to define Z yet)
            If Ytw <= Yfs(i) Then
                YoutletBound(i) = Yc(i)         'YouletBound=Yc, occurs at OutZoneStart
                Youtlet(i) = Yfs(i)             'Youlet=Yfs, occurs as Outlet
                'Assigning depths and locations for Boundary Conditions
                    X(i, 0) = CulvLength
                    Y(i, 0) = Youtlet(i)
                    X(i, 1) = CulvLength - 4 * Yc(i)    'X(i,0)=Length-4*Yc (OutZoneStart)
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                    Y(i, 1) = YoutletBound(i)           'YouletBound occurs at OutZoneStart
            End If
            
            If Ytw > Yfs(i) Then
                YoutletBound(i) = Yc(i)         'YouletBound=Yc, occurs at OutZoneStart
                Youtlet(i) = Ytw                'Youlet=Ytw, occurs as Outlet
                'Assigning depths and locations for Boundary Conditions
                    X(i, 0) = CulvLength
                    Y(i, 0) = Youtlet(i)
                    X(i, 1) = CulvLength - 4 * Yc(i)    'X(i,0)=Length-4*Yc (OutZoneStart)
                    Y(i, 1) = YoutletBound(i)           'YouletBound occurs at OutZoneStart
            End If
        End If
    End If
Next i

'**************************************************************************************
'This portion calculates Gradually Varied Flow (GVF) in the Barrel Region of Non-Steep Culverts
'Note: Stationing increases moving downstream
'For NON-submerged culverts

Dim Ytot As Double, ThetaSurface As Double, AreaTot As Double, Psides As Double, DeltaX(100) As Double
Dim A(100, 102) As Double, P(100, 102), R(100, 102), V(100, 102) As Double  'Flow Area, Wetted Perimeter, Hydraulic 
Radius, Velocity
Dim n(100, 102) As Double, Sf(100, 102) As Double    'Manning's n, Friction Slope
Dim H(100, 102) As Double, Hf(100, 102) As Double      'HGL, Friction Headloss

'Dimensions for the Bisect Method
Dim YLow As Double, YHigh As Double, YBar As Double, YBarOld As Double
Dim YTotLow As Double, ThetaSurfaceLow As Double, AreaTotLow As Double, AreaLow As Double, PLow As Double, 
RLow As Double
Dim VLow As Double, nLow As Double, SfLow As Double, HLow As Double, HfLow As Double, RHSEnergyBalLow As 
Double
Dim YTotBar As Double, ThetaSurfaceBar As Double, AreaTotBar As Double, AreaBar As Double, PBar As Double, RBar 
As Double
Dim VBar As Double, nBar As Double, SfBar As Double, HBar As Double, HfBar As Double, RHSEnergyBalBar As 
Double

'Dimension the terms for the Centroid bisect solver:
Dim YCentroidLow As Double, YCentroidHigh As Double, YCentroidBar As Double, YCentroidBarOld As Double
Dim YCentroidTotLow As Double, ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow As Double, AreaCentroidFlowLow As Double, 
AreaCentroidTotLow As Double, RHSYCentroidLow As Double
Dim YCentroidTotBar As Double, ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar As Double, AreaCentroidFlowBar As Double, 
AreaCentroidTotBar As Double, RHSYCentroidbar As Double
Dim YCentroid(100, 102) As Double, AreaHalf(100, 102) As Double, ZBar(100, 102) As Double, M(100, 102) As Double 
'this range can change if I want more calculations

'Steep Front Water Dimensions
Dim Afw(100, 102) As Double, Pfw(100, 102) As Double, Rfw(100, 102) As Double, Vfw(100, 102) As Double, nfw(100, 
102) As Double
Dim Sffw(100, 102) As Double, Hffw(100, 102) As Double, Hfw(100, 102) As Double, AreaHalffw(100, 102) As Double
Dim YCentroidfw(100, 102) As Double, ZBarfw(100, 102) As Double, Mfw(100, 102) As Double

'Steep Back Water Dimensions
Dim Abw(100, 102) As Double, Pbw(100, 102) As Double, Rbw(100, 102) As Double, Vbw(100, 102) As Double, 
nbw(100, 102) As Double
Dim Sfbw(100, 102) As Double, Hfbw(100, 102) As Double, Hbw(100, 102) As Double, AreaHalfbw(100, 102) As Double
Dim YCentroidbw(100, 102) As Double, ZBarbw(100, 102) As Double, Mbw(100, 102) As Double

'This Portion Solves for Non-Steep Slopes
For i = 0 To 100
    If SteepClass(i) = "NonSteep" Then
        For j = 0 To 1                                          'Defining properties of the boundary conditions
            Z(i, j) = OutBottomElev + (CulvLength - X(i, j)) * CulvBottomSlope  'Bottom Elevation at X-position
            
            'Submerged Outlet:
            If TWpoolElev >= (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
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                Y(i, j) = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth                      'If submerged, Y is the top of the culver
                A(i, j) = Pii * (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 - AreaEmbed           'Pipe Flow (Full pipe)
                P(i, j) = Pii * CulvDia - PEmbed + PBottom              'Pipe cicumfrence (with embedment taken into 
consideration)
                R(i, j) = A(i, j) / P(i, j)                             'R=A/P
                V(i, j) = Q(i) / A(i, j)                                'From continuity Q=VA
                n(i, j) = ((((Pii * CulvDia - PEmbed) * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / P(i, j)) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite 
Manning's n (Horton's Eq)
                Sf(i, j) = (n(i, j) ^ 2 * V(i, j) ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * R(i, j) ^ (4 / 3))    'Friction Slope
                H(i, j) = Y(i, j) + Z(i, j) + V(i, j) ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)  'HGL
            End If
        
            'Unsubmerged Outlet:
            If TWpoolElev < (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
                Ytot = Y(i, j) + CulvEmbedDepth                     'Y to surface from Barrel Bottom
                ThetaSurface = ArcCos(1 - Ytot / (CulvDia / 2))     'Theta of Surface
                AreaTot = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurface - Cos(ThetaSurface) * Sin(ThetaSurface))
                A(i, j) = AreaTot - AreaEmbed                       'FlowArea
                Psides = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurface - PEmbed  'Wetted Perimeter due to Sides
                P(i, j) = Psides + PBottom                          'Total Wetted Perimeter
                R(i, j) = A(i, j) / P(i, j)                         'Hydraulic Radius
                V(i, j) = Q(i) / A(i, j)                            'V=Q/A from continuity
                n(i, j) = (((Psides * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / P(i, j)) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite Manning's n (Horton's 
Eq)
                Sf(i, j) = (n(i, j) ^ 2 * V(i, j) ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * R(i, j) ^ (4 / 3))    'Friction Slope
                H(i, j) = Y(i, j) + Z(i, j) + V(i, j) ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)  'HGL
            End If
        Next j
    
    For j = 2 To 101        'Use A Bisect Method Solver to Solve for Y (Don't change the 101)
        DeltaX(i) = (X(i, 1)) / 100                             'Divide the BarrelZone into 100 segments
        X(i, j) = X(i, 1) - (j - 1) * DeltaX(i)                 'Define X position (BarrelZone ends at X(i,1)
        Z(i, j) = OutBottomElev + (CulvLength - X(i, j)) * CulvBottomSlope  'Bottom Elevation at X-position
            
        'Submerged Outlet:
        If TWpoolElev >= (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
            Y(i, j) = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth                      'If submerged, Y is the top of the culver
            A(i, j) = Pii * (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 - AreaEmbed           'Pipe Flow (Full pipe)
            P(i, j) = Pii * CulvDia - PEmbed + PBottom              'Pipe cicumfrence (with embedment taken into consideration)
            R(i, j) = A(i, j) / P(i, j)                             'R=A/P
            V(i, j) = Q(i) / A(i, j)                                'From continuity Q=VA
            n(i, j) = ((((Pii * CulvDia - PEmbed) * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / P(i, j)) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite 
Manning's n (Horton's Eq)
            Sf(i, j) = (n(i, j) ^ 2 * V(i, j) ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * R(i, j) ^ (4 / 3))    'Friction Slope
            H(i, j) = Y(i, j) + Z(i, j) + V(i, j) ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)  'HGL
            Hf(i, j) = ((Sf(i, j) + Sf(i, j - 1)) / 2) * DeltaX(i)
        End If
        
        'Unsubmerged Outlet:
        If TWpoolElev < (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
        err = 1                                                     'error: err=1 so that it starts >0.0000001
        'Establish upper and lower bounds
            YLow = Yc(i) + 0.00000000001                            'Y lower bound (must be greater than Yc
            YHigh = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth - 0.00000000001        'Y upper bound (bound by top of culvert)
                                                                    'note: +/- a small amount to prevent TopWidth=0.0ft
                                                                    
        'Begin Bisect Method
        While err > 0.0000001                                       'Excutes bisection until tiny error
            YBar = (YLow + YHigh) / 2                               'Midpoint of YLow and YHigh

            'For lower bound:
                YTotLow = YLow + CulvEmbedDepth                     'Y to surface from Barrel Bottom
                ThetaSurfaceLow = ArcCos(1 - YTotLow / (CulvDia / 2))     'Theta of Surface
                AreaTotLow = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceLow - Cos(ThetaSurfaceLow) * Sin(ThetaSurfaceLow))
                AreaLow = AreaTotLow - AreaEmbed                    'FlowArea
                PSidesLow = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurfaceLow - PEmbed  'Wetted Perimeter due to Sides
                PLow = PSidesLow + PBottom                          'Total Wetted Perimeter
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                RLow = AreaLow / PLow                               'Hydraulic Radius
                VLow = Q(i) / AreaLow                               'Velocity
                nLow = (((PSidesLow * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / PLow) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite Manning's n 
(Horton's Eq)
                SfLow = (nLow ^ 2 * VLow ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * RLow ^ (4 / 3))    'Friction Slope
                HLow = YLow + Z(i, j) + VLow ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)       'HGL
                HfLow = ((SfLow + Sf(i, j - 1)) / 2) * DeltaX(i)    'Friction Headloss
                RHSEnergyBalLow = HLow - H(i, j - 1) - HfLow        'Energy Balance
                
            'For midpoint bound:
                YTotBar = YBar + CulvEmbedDepth                     'Y to surface from Barrel Bottom
                ThetaSurfaceBar = ArcCos(1 - YTotBar / (CulvDia / 2))     'Theta of Surface
                AreaTotBar = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceBar - Cos(ThetaSurfaceBar) * Sin(ThetaSurfaceBar))
                AreaBar = AreaTotBar - AreaEmbed                    'FlowArea
                PSidesBar = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurfaceBar - PEmbed  'Wetted Perimeter due to Sides
                PBar = PSidesBar + PBottom                          'Total Wetted Perimeter
                RBar = AreaBar / PBar                               'Hydraulic Radius
                VBar = Q(i) / AreaBar                               'Velocity
                nBar = (((PSidesBar * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / PBar) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite Manning's n 
(Horton's Eq)
                SfBar = (nBar ^ 2 * VBar ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * RBar ^ (4 / 3))  'Friction Slope
                HBar = YBar + Z(i, j) + VBar ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)       'HGL
                HfBar = ((SfBar + Sf(i, j - 1)) / 2) * DeltaX(i)    'Friction Headloss
                RHSEnergyBalBar = HBar - H(i, j - 1) - HfBar        'Energy Balance
            
            'Changing bounds for next iteration:
                If RHSEnergyBalLow * RHSEnergyBalBar > 0 Then YLow = YBar       'Changing the upper and lower bounds Y 
in bisect if necessary
                If RHSEnergyBalLow * RHSEnergyBalBar < 0 Then YHigh = YBar      'Changing the upper and lower bounds Y 
in bisect if necessary
        
            'Calculating error:
                err = Abs(100 * (YBar - YBarOld) / YBar)            'Recalculating error of new YBar compared to the YBarOld
                YBarOld = YBar                                      'Redefining YBarOld
        Wend

        'Output The Results of the Bisect Method
            Y(i, j) = YBar                      'Flow Depth
            A(i, j) = AreaBar                   'FlowArea
            P(i, j) = PBar                      'Total Wetted Perimeter
            R(i, j) = RBar                      'Hydraulic Radius
            V(i, j) = VBar                      'Velocity
            n(i, j) = nBar                      'Composite Manning's n
            Sf(i, j) = SfBar                    'Friction Slope
            H(i, j) = HBar                      'HGL
            Hf(i, j) = HfBar                    'Friction Headloss
            
            'Note:  For flows when the mild slope class approaches CRITICAL and when Ytw(elev)>Yn(elev), the bisect 
method above
            'crashes.  The crash causes the water surface profile to jump to the top of the culvert.  One trait of this type of
            'water surface profile: when moving upstream from the outlet towards the inlet (until normal depth is reached) the
            'depth at a station (Yi) will never exceed the previous stations (Yi-1).  This section checks for the leap, and if it
            'occurs, then the depth at Yi is set to the normal flow depth:
                If SlopeClass(i) = "Mild" Or SlopeClass(i) = "Critical" Then
                If Ytw > Yn(i) Then
                    If Y(i, j) > Y(i, j - 1) Then
                        Y(i, j) = Yn(i)
                        A(i, j) = An(i)
                        ThetaSurface = ArcCos(1 - Y(i, j) / (CulvDia / 2))    'Theta of Surface
                        Psides = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurface - PEmbed  'P from sides
                        P(i, j) = Psides + PBottom                          'Total Wetted Perimeter
                        R(i, j) = A(i, j) / P(i, j)                         'Hydraulic radius
                        V(i, j) = Q(i) / A(i, j)
                        n(i, j) = (((Psides * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / PBar) ^ (2 / 3) 'Composite Manning's n 
(Horton's Eq)
                        Sf(i, j) = (n(i, j) ^ 2 * V(i, j) ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * R(i, j) ^ (4 / 3)) 'Friction Slope
                        H(i, j) = Y(i, j) + Z(i, j) + V(i, j) ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)    'HGL
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                        Hf(i, j) = ((Sf(i, j) + Sf(i, j - 1)) / 2) * DeltaX(i)  'Friction Headloss
                    End If
                End If
                End If      'End of Debug for near critical slopes
        End If              'End of unsubmerged outlet section
    Next j
    
    End If
'****************STEEEPSTART

    'This section solves for STEEP SLOPES
    If SteepClass(i) = "Steep" Then
    '***************FRONT WATER CALCULATIONS****************
        For jj = 1 To 1                                         'Defining properties of the boundary conditions
            j = 102 - jj                                'jj is a counter in the opposite direction of j
            Ytot = Yfw(i, j) + CulvEmbedDepth                     'Y to surface from Barrel Bottom (Note: Y(i,j)=Yc(i))
            ThetaSurface = ArcCos(1 - Ytot / (CulvDia / 2))     'Theta of Surface
            AreaTot = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurface - Cos(ThetaSurface) * Sin(ThetaSurface))
            Afw(i, j) = AreaTot - AreaEmbed                       'FlowArea
            Psides = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurface - PEmbed  'Wetted Perimeter due to Sides
            Pfw(i, j) = Psides + PBottom                          'Total Wetted Perimeter
            Rfw(i, j) = Afw(i, j) / Pfw(i, j)                         'Hydraulic Radius
            Vfw(i, j) = Q(i) / Afw(i, j)                            'V=Q/A from continuity
            Z(i, j) = OutBottomElev + (CulvLength - X(i, j)) * CulvBottomSlope  'Bottom Elevation at X-position
            nfw(i, j) = (((Psides * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / Pfw(i, j)) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite Manning's n 
(Horton's Eq)
            Sffw(i, j) = (nfw(i, j) ^ 2 * Vfw(i, j) ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * Rfw(i, j) ^ (4 / 3))    'Friction Slope
            Hfw(i, j) = Yfw(i, j) + Z(i, j) + Vfw(i, j) ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)  'HGL
        
    'This portion solves for the Specific force using a bisect routine
            err = 1                                              'error: err=1 so that it starts >0.0000001
            AreaHalffw(i, j) = 0.5 * Afw(i, j)                   
        'Establish upper and lower bounds
            YCentroidLow = 0 + 0.0000000001                      'Ycentroid lower bound
            YCentroidHigh = Yfw(i, j)                              'Ycentroid upper bound (bound by Ybar)

        'Begin Bisect Method
        While err > 0.0000001                                       'Excutes bisection until tiny error
            YCentroidBar = (YCentroidLow + YCentroidHigh) / 2       'Midpoint of YCentroidLow and YCentroidHigh

            'To Determine Ycentroid use AHalf=0.5*ABar
            'For lower bound:
                YCentroidTotLow = CulvEmbedDepth + YCentroidLow                                     'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
                ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow = ArcCos(1 - YCentroidTotLow / (CulvDia / 2))               'Theta for water surface
                AreaCentroidTotLow = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow - Cos(ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow) * 
Sin(ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow))
                AreaCentroidFlowLow = AreaCentroidTotLow - AreaEmbed                                'Flow area
                RHSYCentroidLow = AreaHalffw(i, j) - AreaCentroidFlowLow
    
            'For midpoint:
                YCentroidTotBar = CulvEmbedDepth + YCentroidBar                                     'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
                ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar = ArcCos(1 - YCentroidTotBar / (CulvDia / 2))               'Theta for water surface
                AreaCentroidTotBar = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar - Cos(ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar) * 
Sin(ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar))
                AreaCentroidFlowBar = AreaCentroidTotBar - AreaEmbed                                'Flow area
                RHSYCentroidbar = AreaHalffw(i, j) - AreaCentroidFlowBar
    
            'Changing bounds for next iteration:
                If RHSYCentroidLow * RHSYCentroidbar > 0 Then YCentroidLow = YCentroidBar           'Changing the upper 
and lower bounds YCentroid in bisect if necessary
                If RHSYCentroidLow * RHSYCentroidbar < 0 Then YCentroidHigh = YCentroidBar          'Changing the upper 
and lower bounds YCentroid in bisect if necessary
        
            'Calculating error:
                err = Abs(100 * (YCentroidBar - YCentroidBarOld) / YCentroidBar)                'Recalculating error of new 
YCentroidBar compared to the YCentroidBarOld
                YCentroidBarOld = YCentroidBar                                                  'Redefining YCentroidBarOld
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        Wend
            YCentroidfw(i, j) = YCentroidBar        'Updating YCentroid  *This is the big thing we're solving for
            ZBarfw(i, j) = YBar - YCentroidBar      'Zbar is centroid depth measured from water surface
            Mfw(i, j) = Q(i) ^ 2 / (Grav * Afw(i, j)) + ZBarfw(i, j) * Afw(i, j) 'Specific Momentum
        'End of specific force solver
        
        Next jj
    
    For jj = 2 To 101        'Use A Bisect Method Solver to Solve for Y (Don't change the 101)
            j = 102 - jj                    'jj is a counter in the opposite direction of j
            DeltaX(i) = (CulvLength) / 100                      'Divide the Culvert into 100 segments
            X(i, j) = DeltaX(i) * (jj - 1)                      'Define X position (BarrelZone ends at X(i,1))
            Z(i, j) = InBottomElev - X(i, j) * CulvBottomSlope  'Bottom Elevation at X-position

        err = 1                                                 'error: err=1 so that it starts >0.0000001
        'Establish upper and lower bounds
            YLow = Yn(i) '+ 0.00000000001                       'Y lower bound (must be greater than Yn for Steep Slopes)
            YHigh = Yc(i) - 0.00000000001                       'Y upper bound (bound by Yc)
                                                                'note: +/- a small amount to prevent TopWidth=0.0ft
                                                                    
        'Begin Bisect Method
        While err > 0.0000001                                       'Excutes bisection until tiny error
            YBar = (YLow + YHigh) / 2                               'Midpoint of YLow and YHigh

            'For lower bound:
                YTotLow = YLow + CulvEmbedDepth                     'Y to surface from Barrel Bottom
                ThetaSurfaceLow = ArcCos(1 - YTotLow / (CulvDia / 2))     'Theta of Surface
                AreaTotLow = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceLow - Cos(ThetaSurfaceLow) * Sin(ThetaSurfaceLow))
                AreaLow = AreaTotLow - AreaEmbed                    'FlowArea
                PSidesLow = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurfaceLow - PEmbed  'Wetted Perimeter due to Sides
                PLow = PSidesLow + PBottom                          'Total Wetted Perimeter
                RLow = AreaLow / PLow                               'Hydraulic Radius
                VLow = Q(i) / AreaLow                               'Velocity
                nLow = (((PSidesLow * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / PLow) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite Manning's n 
(Horton's Eq)
                SfLow = (nLow ^ 2 * VLow ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * RLow ^ (4 / 3))    'Friction Slope
                HLow = YLow + Z(i, j) + VLow ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)       'HGL
                HfLow = ((SfLow + Sffw(i, j + 1)) / 2) * DeltaX(i)    'Friction Headloss
                RHSEnergyBalLow = HLow - Hfw(i, j + 1) + HfLow        'Energy Balance
                
            'For midpoint bound:
                YTotBar = YBar + CulvEmbedDepth                     'Y to surface from Barrel Bottom
                ThetaSurfaceBar = ArcCos(1 - YTotBar / (CulvDia / 2))     'Theta of Surface
                AreaTotBar = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceBar - Cos(ThetaSurfaceBar) * Sin(ThetaSurfaceBar))
                AreaBar = AreaTotBar - AreaEmbed                    'FlowArea
                PSidesBar = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurfaceBar - PEmbed  'Wetted Perimeter due to Sides
                PBar = PSidesBar + PBottom                          'Total Wetted Perimeter
                RBar = AreaBar / PBar                               'Hydraulic Radius
                VBar = Q(i) / AreaBar                               'Velocity
                nBar = (((PSidesBar * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / PBar) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite Manning's n 
(Horton's Eq)
                SfBar = (nBar ^ 2 * VBar ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * RBar ^ (4 / 3))  'Friction Slope
                HBar = YBar + Z(i, j) + VBar ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)       'HGL
                HfBar = ((SfBar + Sffw(i, j + 1)) / 2) * DeltaX(i)    'Friction Headloss
                RHSEnergyBalBar = HBar - Hfw(i, j + 1) + HfBar        'Energy Balance
            
            'Changing bounds for next iteration:
                If RHSEnergyBalLow * RHSEnergyBalBar > 0 Then YLow = YBar       'Changing the upper and lower bounds Y 
in bisect if necessary
                If RHSEnergyBalLow * RHSEnergyBalBar < 0 Then YHigh = YBar      'Changing the upper and lower bounds Y 
in bisect if necessary
        
            'Calculating error:
                err = Abs(100 * (YBar - YBarOld) / YBar)            'Recalculating error of new YBar compared to the YBarOld
                YBarOld = YBar                                      'Redefining YBarOld
        Wend
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    '******This Portion of the program determines the area centroid(YCentroid) and Specific Force (M) at all of the desired 
flows
    'Note: Ycentroid is solved for using a Bisect Method Solver

        err = 1                                                     'error: err=1 so that it starts >0.0000001
        AreaHalffw(i, j) = 0.5 * AreaBar                                      
        'Establish upper and lower bounds
            YCentroidLow = 0 + 0.0000000001                         'Ycentroid lower bound
            YCentroidHigh = YBar                                    'Ycentroid upper bound (bound by Ybar)

        'Begin Bisect Method
        While err > 0.0000001                                       'Excutes bisection until tiny error
            YCentroidBar = (YCentroidLow + YCentroidHigh) / 2       'Midpoint of YCentroidLow and YCentroidHigh

            'To Determine Ycentroid use AHalf=0.5*ABar
            'For lower bound:
                YCentroidTotLow = CulvEmbedDepth + YCentroidLow                                     'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
                ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow = ArcCos(1 - YCentroidTotLow / (CulvDia / 2))               'Theta for water surface
                AreaCentroidTotLow = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow - Cos(ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow) * 
Sin(ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow))
                AreaCentroidFlowLow = AreaCentroidTotLow - AreaEmbed                                'Flow area
                RHSYCentroidLow = AreaHalffw(i, j) - AreaCentroidFlowLow
    
            'For midpoint:
                YCentroidTotBar = CulvEmbedDepth + YCentroidBar                                     'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
                ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar = ArcCos(1 - YCentroidTotBar / (CulvDia / 2))               'Theta for water surface
                AreaCentroidTotBar = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar - Cos(ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar) * 
Sin(ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar))
                AreaCentroidFlowBar = AreaCentroidTotBar - AreaEmbed                                'Flow area
                RHSYCentroidbar = AreaHalffw(i, j) - AreaCentroidFlowBar
    
            'Changing bounds for next iteration:
                If RHSYCentroidLow * RHSYCentroidbar > 0 Then YCentroidLow = YCentroidBar           'Changing the upper 
and lower bounds YCentroid in bisect if necessary
                If RHSYCentroidLow * RHSYCentroidbar < 0 Then YCentroidHigh = YCentroidBar          'Changing the upper 
and lower bounds YCentroid in bisect if necessary
        
            'Calculating error:
                err = Abs(100 * (YCentroidBar - YCentroidBarOld) / YCentroidBar)                'Recalculating error of new 
YCentroidBar compared to the YCentroidBarOld
                YCentroidBarOld = YCentroidBar                                                  'Redefining YCentroidBarOld
        Wend
        '*****************End of Centroid Solver
        
        'Output The Results of the Bisect Methods
            Yfw(i, j) = YBar                        'Flow Depth
            Afw(i, j) = AreaBar                     'FlowArea
            Pfw(i, j) = PBar                        'Total Wetted Perimeter
            Rfw(i, j) = RBar                        'Hydraulic Radius
            Vfw(i, j) = VBar                        'Velocity
            nfw(i, j) = nBar                        'Composite Manning's n
            Sffw(i, j) = SfBar                      'Friction Slope
            Hfw(i, j) = HBar                        'HGL
            Hffw(i, j) = HfBar                      'Friction Headloss
            YCentroidfw(i, j) = YCentroidBar        'Updating YCentroid  *This is the big thing we're solving for
            ZBarfw(i, j) = YBar - YCentroidBar      'Zbar is centroid depth measured from water surface
            Mfw(i, j) = Q(i) ^ 2 / (Grav * AreaBar) + ZBarfw(i, j) * AreaBar 'Specific Momentum
    
    Next jj
    
    For jj = 102 To 102                         'For Steep, this is the SAME cross section as the previous one
            j = 102 - jj                        'jj is a counter in the opposite direction of j
            X(i, j) = X(i, j + 1)               'X Location
            Z(i, j) = Z(i, j + 1)               'Elevation
            Yfw(i, j) = Yfw(i, j + 1)           'Flow Depth
            Afw(i, j) = Afw(i, j + 1)           'FlowArea
            Pfw(i, j) = Pfw(i, j + 1)           'Total Wetted Perimeter
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            Rfw(i, j) = Rfw(i, j + 1)           'Hydraulic Radius
            Vfw(i, j) = Vfw(i, j + 1)           'Velocity
            nfw(i, j) = nfw(i, j + 1)           'Composite Manning's n
            Sffw(i, j) = Sffw(i, j + 1)         'Friction Slope
            Hfw(i, j) = Hfw(i, j + 1)           'HGL
            Hffw(i, j) = Hffw(i, j + 1)         'Friction Headloss
            YCentroidfw(i, j) = YCentroidfw(i, j + 1) 'Centroid
            ZBarfw(i, j) = ZBarfw(i, j + 1)     'Zbar
            Mfw(i, j) = Mfw(i, j + 1)           'Specific Force
    Next jj
    '**********************END OF FRONT WATER CALCULATIONS **********************
    '**********************START BACKWATER CALCULATIONS*************************
    If Ytw > Yc(i) Then
        For j = 0 To 1                                          'Defining properties of the boundary conditions
            'Submerged Outlet
            If TWpoolElev >= (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
                Ybw(i, j) = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth                    'If submerged, Y is the top of the culver
                Abw(i, j) = Pii * (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 - AreaEmbed         'Pipe Flow (Full pipe)
                Pbw(i, j) = Pii * CulvDia - PEmbed + PBottom            'Pipe cicumfrence (with embedment taken into 
consideration)
                Rbw(i, j) = Abw(i, j) / Pbw(i, j)                       'R=A/P
                Vbw(i, j) = Q(i) / Abw(i, j)                            'From continuity Q=VA
                nbw(i, j) = ((((Pii * CulvDia - PEmbed) * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / Pbw(i, j)) ^ (2 / 3) 
'Composite Manning's n (Horton's Eq)
                Sfbw(i, j) = (nbw(i, j) ^ 2 * Vbw(i, j) ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * Rbw(i, j) ^ (4 / 3))      'Friction Slope
                Hbw(i, j) = Ybw(i, j) + Z(i, j) + Vbw(i, j) ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)                        'HGL
            End If
            
            'Unsubmerged Outlet
            If TWpoolElev < (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
                Ytot = Ytw + CulvEmbedDepth                             'Y to surface from Barrel Bottom
                ThetaSurface = ArcCos(1 - Ytot / (CulvDia / 2))         'Theta of Surface
                AreaTot = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurface - Cos(ThetaSurface) * Sin(ThetaSurface))
                Abw(i, j) = AreaTot - AreaEmbed                         'FlowArea
                Psides = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurface - PEmbed      'Wetted Perimeter due to Sides
                Pbw(i, j) = Psides + PBottom                            'Total Wetted Perimeter
                Rbw(i, j) = Abw(i, j) / Pbw(i, j)                       'Hydraulic Radius
                Vbw(i, j) = Q(i) / Abw(i, j)                            'V=Q/A from continuity
                Z(i, j) = OutBottomElev + (CulvLength - X(i, j)) * CulvBottomSlope  'Bottom Elevation at X-position
                nbw(i, j) = (((Psides * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / Pbw(i, j)) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite Manning's n 
(Horton's Eq)
                Sfbw(i, j) = (nbw(i, j) ^ 2 * Vbw(i, j) ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * Rbw(i, j) ^ (4 / 3))    'Friction Slope
                Hbw(i, j) = Ybw(i, j) + Z(i, j) + Vbw(i, j) ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)  'HGL
            End If
    'This portion solves for the Specific force using a bisect routine
            err = 1                                              'error: err=1 so that it starts >0.0000001
            AreaHalfbw(i, j) = 0.5 * Abw(i, j)                   
        'Establish upper and lower bounds
            YCentroidLow = 0 + 0.0000000001                      'Ycentroid lower bound
            YCentroidHigh = Ybw(i, j)                              'Ycentroid upper bound (bound by Ybar)

        'Begin Bisect Method
        While err > 0.0000001                                       'Excutes bisection until tiny error
            YCentroidBar = (YCentroidLow + YCentroidHigh) / 2       'Midpoint of YCentroidLow and YCentroidHigh

            'To Determine Ycentroid use AHalf=0.5*ABar
            'For lower bound:
                YCentroidTotLow = CulvEmbedDepth + YCentroidLow                                     'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
                ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow = ArcCos(1 - YCentroidTotLow / (CulvDia / 2))               'Theta for water surface
                AreaCentroidTotLow = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow - Cos(ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow) * 
Sin(ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow))
                AreaCentroidFlowLow = AreaCentroidTotLow - AreaEmbed                                'Flow area
                RHSYCentroidLow = AreaHalfbw(i, j) - AreaCentroidFlowLow
    
            'For midpoint:
                YCentroidTotBar = CulvEmbedDepth + YCentroidBar                                     'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
                ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar = ArcCos(1 - YCentroidTotBar / (CulvDia / 2))               'Theta for water surface
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                AreaCentroidTotBar = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar - Cos(ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar) * 
Sin(ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar))
                AreaCentroidFlowBar = AreaCentroidTotBar - AreaEmbed                                'Flow area
                RHSYCentroidbar = AreaHalfbw(i, j) - AreaCentroidFlowBar
    
            'Changing bounds for next iteration:
                If RHSYCentroidLow * RHSYCentroidbar > 0 Then YCentroidLow = YCentroidBar           'Changing the upper 
and lower bounds YCentroid in bisect if necessary
                If RHSYCentroidLow * RHSYCentroidbar < 0 Then YCentroidHigh = YCentroidBar          'Changing the upper 
and lower bounds YCentroid in bisect if necessary
        
            'Calculating error:
                err = Abs(100 * (YCentroidBar - YCentroidBarOld) / YCentroidBar)                'Recalculating error of new 
YCentroidBar compared to the YCentroidBarOld
                YCentroidBarOld = YCentroidBar                                                  'Redefining YCentroidBarOld
        Wend
            YCentroidbw(i, j) = YCentroidBar            'Updating YCentroid  *This is the big thing we're solving for
            ZBarbw(i, j) = Ybw(i, j) - YCentroidBar     'Zbar is centroid depth measured from water surface
            Mbw(i, j) = Q(i) ^ 2 / (Grav * Abw(i, j)) + ZBarbw(i, j) * Abw(i, j) 'Specific Momentum
        'End of specific force solver
        Next j
    
    For j = 2 To 101        'Use A Bisect Method Solver to Solve for Y (Don't change the 101)
        DeltaX(i) = (X(i, 1)) / 100                             'Divide the BarrelZone into 100 segments
        X(i, j) = X(i, 1) - (j - 1) * DeltaX(i)                 'Define X position (BarrelZone ends at X(i,1))
        Z(i, j) = OutBottomElev + (CulvLength - X(i, j)) * CulvBottomSlope  'Bottom Elevation at X-position
            
        'Submerged Outlet
        If TWpoolElev >= (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
            Ybw(i, j) = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth                    'If submerged, Y is the top of the culver
            Abw(i, j) = Pii * (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 - AreaEmbed         'Pipe Flow (Full pipe)
            Pbw(i, j) = Pii * CulvDia - PEmbed + PBottom            'Pipe cicumfrence (with embedment taken into consideration)
            Rbw(i, j) = Abw(i, j) / Pbw(i, j)                           'R=A/P
            Vbw(i, j) = Q(i) / Abw(i, j)                              'From continuity Q=VA
            nbw(i, j) = ((((Pii * CulvDia - PEmbed) * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / Pbw(i, j)) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite 
Manning's n (Horton's Eq)
            Sfbw(i, j) = (nbw(i, j) ^ 2 * Vbw(i, j) ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * Rbw(i, j) ^ (4 / 3))      'Friction Slope
            Hbw(i, j) = Ybw(i, j) + Z(i, j) + Vbw(i, j) ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)                        'HGL
        End If
        
        'Unsubmerged
        If TWpoolElev < (CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth) + Z(i, j) Then
        
        err = 1                                                     'error: err=1 so that it starts >0.0000001
        'Establish upper and lower bounds
            YLow = Yc(i) + 0.00000000001                            'Y lower bound (must be greater than Yc
            YHigh = CulvDia - CulvEmbedDepth - 0.00000000001        'Y upper bound (bound by top of culvert)
                                                                    'note: +/- a small amount to prevent TopWidth=0.0ft
                                                                    
        'Begin Bisect Method
        While err > 0.000000001                                       'Excutes bisection until tiny error
            YBar = (YLow + YHigh) / 2                               'Midpoint of YLow and YHigh

            'For lower bound:
                YTotLow = YLow + CulvEmbedDepth                     'Y to surface from Barrel Bottom
                ThetaSurfaceLow = ArcCos(1 - YTotLow / (CulvDia / 2))     'Theta of Surface
                AreaTotLow = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceLow - Cos(ThetaSurfaceLow) * Sin(ThetaSurfaceLow))
                AreaLow = AreaTotLow - AreaEmbed                    'FlowArea
                PSidesLow = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurfaceLow - PEmbed  'Wetted Perimeter due to Sides
                PLow = PSidesLow + PBottom                          'Total Wetted Perimeter
                RLow = AreaLow / PLow                               'Hydraulic Radius
                VLow = Q(i) / AreaLow                               'Velocity
                nLow = (((PSidesLow * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / PLow) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite Manning's n 
(Horton's Eq)
                SfLow = (nLow ^ 2 * VLow ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * RLow ^ (4 / 3))    'Friction Slope
                HLow = YLow + Z(i, j) + VLow ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)       'HGL
                HfLow = ((SfLow + Sfbw(i, j - 1)) / 2) * DeltaX(i)    'Friction Headloss
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                RHSEnergyBalLow = HLow - Hbw(i, j - 1) - HfLow        'Energy Balance
                
            'For midpoint bound:
                YTotBar = YBar + CulvEmbedDepth                     'Y to surface from Barrel Bottom
                ThetaSurfaceBar = ArcCos(1 - YTotBar / (CulvDia / 2))     'Theta of Surface
                AreaTotBar = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceBar - Cos(ThetaSurfaceBar) * Sin(ThetaSurfaceBar))
                AreaBar = AreaTotBar - AreaEmbed                    'FlowArea
                PSidesBar = 2 * (CulvDia / 2) * ThetaSurfaceBar - PEmbed  'Wetted Perimeter due to Sides
                PBar = PSidesBar + PBottom                          'Total Wetted Perimeter
                RBar = AreaBar / PBar                               'Hydraulic Radius
                VBar = Q(i) / AreaBar                               'Velocity
                nBar = (((PSidesBar * Culvn ^ 1.5) + (PBottom * Bottomn ^ 1.5)) / PBar) ^ (2 / 3)  'Composite Manning's n 
(Horton's Eq)
                SfBar = (nBar ^ 2 * VBar ^ 2) / (1.486 ^ 2 * RBar ^ (4 / 3))  'Friction Slope
                HBar = YBar + Z(i, j) + VBar ^ 2 / (2 * Grav)       'HGL
                HfBar = ((SfBar + Sfbw(i, j - 1)) / 2) * DeltaX(i)    'Friction Headloss
                RHSEnergyBalBar = HBar - Hbw(i, j - 1) - HfBar        'Energy Balance
            
            'Changing bounds for next iteration:
                If RHSEnergyBalLow * RHSEnergyBalBar > 0 Then YLow = YBar       'Changing the upper and lower bounds Y 
in bisect if necessary
                If RHSEnergyBalLow * RHSEnergyBalBar < 0 Then YHigh = YBar      'Changing the upper and lower bounds Y 
in bisect if necessary
        
            'Calculating error:
                err = Abs(100 * (YBar - YBarOld) / YBar)            'Recalculating error of new YBar compared to the YBarOld
                YBarOld = YBar                                      'Redefining YBarOld
        Wend
            'Output The Results of the Bisect Method
                Ybw(i, j) = YBar                      'Flow Depth
                Abw(i, j) = AreaBar                   'FlowArea
                Pbw(i, j) = PBar                      'Total Wetted Perimeter
                Rbw(i, j) = RBar                      'Hydraulic Radius
                Vbw(i, j) = VBar                      'Velocity
                nbw(i, j) = nBar                      'Composite Manning's n
                Sfbw(i, j) = SfBar                    'Friction Slope
                Hbw(i, j) = HBar                      'HGL
                Hfbw(i, j) = HfBar                    'Friction Headloss
        
        End If      'End of Unsubmerged section
        
        '******This Portion of the program determines the area centroid(YCentroid) and Specific Force (M) at all of the 
desired flows
        'Note: Ycentroid is solved for using a Bisect Method Solver

        err = 1                                                     'error: err=1 so that it starts >0.0000001
        AreaHalfbw(i, j) = 0.5 * Abw(i, j)                          'Half of the area
        'Establish upper and lower bounds
            YCentroidLow = 0 + 0.0000000001                         'Ycentroid lower bound
            YCentroidHigh = Ybw(i, j)                               'Ycentroid upper bound (bound by Ybar)

        'Begin Bisect Method
        While err > 0.0000001                                       'Excutes bisection until tiny error
            YCentroidBar = (YCentroidLow + YCentroidHigh) / 2       'Midpoint of YCentroidLow and YCentroidHigh

            'To Determine Ycentroid use AHalf=0.5*ABar
            'For lower bound:
                YCentroidTotLow = CulvEmbedDepth + YCentroidLow                                     'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
                ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow = ArcCos(1 - YCentroidTotLow / (CulvDia / 2))               'Theta for water surface
                AreaCentroidTotLow = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow - Cos(ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow) * 
Sin(ThetaSurfaceCentroidLow))
                AreaCentroidFlowLow = AreaCentroidTotLow - AreaEmbed                                'Flow area
                RHSYCentroidLow = AreaHalfbw(i, j) - AreaCentroidFlowLow
    
            'For midpoint:
                YCentroidTotBar = CulvEmbedDepth + YCentroidBar                                     'Ytotal=Ysubstrate+Ywater
                ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar = ArcCos(1 - YCentroidTotBar / (CulvDia / 2))               'Theta for water surface
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                AreaCentroidTotBar = (CulvDia / 2) ^ 2 * (ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar - Cos(ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar) * 
Sin(ThetaSurfaceCentroidBar))
                AreaCentroidFlowBar = AreaCentroidTotBar - AreaEmbed                                'Flow area
                RHSYCentroidbar = AreaHalfbw(i, j) - AreaCentroidFlowBar
    
            'Changing bounds for next iteration:
                If RHSYCentroidLow * RHSYCentroidbar > 0 Then YCentroidLow = YCentroidBar           'Changing the upper 
and lower bounds YCentroid in bisect if necessary
                If RHSYCentroidLow * RHSYCentroidbar < 0 Then YCentroidHigh = YCentroidBar          'Changing the upper 
and lower bounds YCentroid in bisect if necessary
        
            'Calculating error:
                err = Abs(100 * (YCentroidBar - YCentroidBarOld) / YCentroidBar)                'Recalculating error of new 
YCentroidBar compared to the YCentroidBarOld
                YCentroidBarOld = YCentroidBar                                                  'Redefining YCentroidBarOld
        Wend
        '*****************End of Centroid Solver

            'Output results of centroid solver
            YCentroidbw(i, j) = YCentroidBar            'Updating YCentroid  *This is the big thing we're solving for
            ZBarbw(i, j) = Ybw(i, j) - YCentroidBar     'Zbar is centroid depth measured from water surface
            Mbw(i, j) = Q(i) ^ 2 / (Grav * Abw(i, j)) + ZBarbw(i, j) * Abw(i, j) 'Specific Momentum
    Next j
    
    End If

'*************OUTPUT FOR STEEP SLOPES**
    'For Steep slopes with Ytw<=Yc, only a front water calculation must be performed
    For j = 0 To 1
        If Ytw <= Yc(i) Then
        'Back Water Boundary NOT used
            Y(i, j) = Yfw(i, j)                 'Flow Depth
            A(i, j) = Afw(i, j)                 'FlowArea
            P(i, j) = Pfw(i, j)                 'Total Wetted Perimeter
            R(i, j) = Rfw(i, j)                 'Hydraulic Radius
            V(i, j) = Vfw(i, j)                 'Velocity
            n(i, j) = nfw(i, j)                 'Composite Manning's n
            Sf(i, j) = Sffw(i, j)               'Friction Slope
            H(i, j) = Hfw(i, j)                 'HGL
            Hf(i, j) = Hffw(i, j)               'Friction Headloss
            YCentroid(i, j) = YCentroidfw(i, j) 'Updating YCentroid  *This is the big thing we're solving for
            ZBar(i, j) = ZBarfw(i, j)       'Zbar is centroid depth measured from water surface
            M(i, j) = Mfw(i, j)         'Specific Momentum
        End If
        
        If Ytw > Yc(i) Then
        'Back Water Boundary ALWAYS used when Ytw>Yc
            Y(i, j) = Ybw(i, j)                 'Flow Depth
            A(i, j) = Abw(i, j)                 'FlowArea
            P(i, j) = Pbw(i, j)                 'Total Wetted Perimeter
            R(i, j) = Rbw(i, j)                 'Hydraulic Radius
            V(i, j) = Vbw(i, j)                 'Velocity
            n(i, j) = nbw(i, j)                 'Composite Manning's n
            Sf(i, j) = Sfbw(i, j)               'Friction Slope
            H(i, j) = Hbw(i, j)                 'HGL
            Hf(i, j) = Hfbw(i, j)               'Friction Headloss
            YCentroid(i, j) = YCentroidbw(i, j) 'Updating YCentroid  *This is the big thing we're solving for
            ZBar(i, j) = ZBarbw(i, j)           'Zbar is centroid depth measured from water surface
            M(i, j) = Mbw(i, j)
        End If
    Next j
    
    For j = 2 To 101
        If Ytw <= Yc(i) Then
            Y(i, j) = Yfw(i, j)                 'Flow Depth
            A(i, j) = Afw(i, j)                 'FlowArea
            P(i, j) = Pfw(i, j)                 'Total Wetted Perimeter
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            R(i, j) = Rfw(i, j)                 'Hydraulic Radius
            V(i, j) = Vfw(i, j)                 'Velocity
            n(i, j) = nfw(i, j)                 'Composite Manning's n
            Sf(i, j) = Sffw(i, j)               'Friction Slope
            H(i, j) = Hfw(i, j)                 'HGL
            Hf(i, j) = Hffw(i, j)               'Friction Headloss
            YCentroid(i, j) = YCentroidfw(i, j) 'Updating YCentroid  *This is the big thing we're solving for
            ZBar(i, j) = ZBarfw(i, j)       'Zbar is centroid depth measured from water surface
            M(i, j) = Mfw(i, j)         'Specific Momentum
        End If

    'For Steep slopes with Ytw>Yc, both front water & back water calculations must be performed
        If Ytw > Yc(i) Then
        'Note: back water calculation fails at a point with Steep Slopes near when the water surface profile crosses the Yc
        'Therefore the backwater calculation is only good up to this point.
        'One trait of this type of water surface profile: when moving upstream from the outlet towards the inlet (until normal 
depth occurs)
        'the depth at a station (Yj) will never exceed the previous stations (Yj-1).  This section checks for the leap, and if it
        'occurs, then the depth at Ybw is set to the Yfw:
        If Ybw(i, j) > Ybw(i, j - 1) Then
                Ybw(i, j) = Yfw(i, j)                 'Flow Depth
                Abw(i, j) = Afw(i, j)                 'FlowArea
                Pbw(i, j) = Pfw(i, j)                 'Total Wetted Perimeter
                Rbw(i, j) = Rfw(i, j)                 'Hydraulic Radius
                Vbw(i, j) = Vfw(i, j)                 'Velocity
                nbw(i, j) = nfw(i, j)                 'Composite Manning's n
                Sfbw(i, j) = Sffw(i, j)               'Friction Slope
                Hbw(i, j) = Hfw(i, j)                 'HGL
                Hfbw(i, j) = Hffw(i, j)               'Friction Headloss
                YCentroidbw(i, j) = YCentroidfw(i, j) 'Updating YCentroid  *This is the big thing we're solving for
                ZBarbw(i, j) = ZBarfw(i, j)           'Zbar is centroid depth measured from water surface
        End If
        'End of Backwater fail check
        
        'To decide between the front water and back water profiles, check the Momentum (Specific Force) of the:
            '*Front water (Super critical) profile moving upstream from the outlet end
            '*Back water (Sub critical) profile moving upstream from the outlet end
        'When The Mbw >= Mfw, then the back water depth is assigned to this station
        'When The Mbw < Mfw, then the front water depth is assigned to this station
        'The point where they cross, a hydraulic jump occurs
        If Mbw(i, j) >= Mfw(i, j) Then
                Y(i, j) = Ybw(i, j)                 'Flow Depth
                A(i, j) = Abw(i, j)                 'FlowArea
                P(i, j) = Pbw(i, j)                 'Total Wetted Perimeter
                R(i, j) = Rbw(i, j)                 'Hydraulic Radius
                V(i, j) = Vbw(i, j)                 'Velocity
                n(i, j) = nbw(i, j)                 'Composite Manning's n
                Sf(i, j) = Sfbw(i, j)               'Friction Slope
                H(i, j) = Hbw(i, j)                 'HGL
                Hf(i, j) = Hfbw(i, j)               'Friction Headloss
                YCentroid(i, j) = YCentroidbw(i, j) 'Updating YCentroid  *This is the big thing we're solving for
                ZBar(i, j) = ZBarbw(i, j)           'Zbar is centroid depth measured from water surface
                M(i, j) = Mbw(i, j)
        End If

        If Mbw(i, j) < Mfw(i, j) Then
                Y(i, j) = Yfw(i, j)                 'Flow Depth
                A(i, j) = Afw(i, j)                 'FlowArea
                P(i, j) = Pfw(i, j)                 'Total Wetted Perimeter
                R(i, j) = Rfw(i, j)                 'Hydraulic Radius
                V(i, j) = Vfw(i, j)                 'Velocity
                n(i, j) = nfw(i, j)                 'Composite Manning's n
                Sf(i, j) = Sffw(i, j)               'Friction Slope
                H(i, j) = Hfw(i, j)                 'HGL
                Hf(i, j) = Hffw(i, j)               'Friction Headloss
                YCentroid(i, j) = YCentroidfw(i, j) 'Updating YCentroid  *This is the big thing we're solving for
                ZBar(i, j) = ZBarfw(i, j)           'Zbar is centroid depth measured from water surface
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                M(i, j) = Mfw(i, j)
        End If
        
    End If
    
    Next j

    End If
    'End of Steep section

'****************STEEEPEND

Next i

'****************************
'This is to determine the contraction effects of the inlet:
'occurs at InZoneEnd and decreases linearly to 0 at x=0 (to match FishXing)
Dim XcontrInterpLow(100) As Double, XcontrInterpHigh(100) As Double, VcontrInterpLow(100) As Double, 
VcontrInterpHigh(100) As Double
Dim VinZoneEnd(100) As Double, Vcontr(100) As Double

For i = 0 To 100
    For j = 0 To 102
        If X(i, j) <= InZoneEnd Then
            If X(i, j - 1) > InZoneEnd Then
                XcontrInterpLow(i) = X(i, j)
                XcontrInterpHigh(i) = X(i, j - 1)
                VcontrInterpLow(i) = V(i, j)
                VcontrInterpHigh(i) = V(i, j - 1)
                'Interpolate for the Velocity at InZoneEnd
                VinZoneEnd(i) = VcontrInterpLow(i) + (InZoneEnd - XcontrInterpLow(i)) * (VcontrInterpHigh(i) - 
VcontrInterpLow(i)) / (XcontrInterpHigh(i) - XcontrInterpLow(i))
                'Calculate Contraction Velocity: Vcontr=V*(1+Ke)^0.5
                Vcontr(i) = VinZoneEnd(i) * (1 + CulvEntLoss) ^ 0.5
            End If
        End If
    Next j
Next i

'next set all velocities between x=0 to InZoneEnd to Vcontr

'*************************
'define Vocc for all locations:
'For Inlet zone: Vocc=VelRedIn*Vcontr(i) (Inlet Velocity Reduction Factor*Contraction Velocity)
'For Barrell zone: Vocc=VelRedBar*V(i,j)
'For Outlet Zone: Vocc=VelRedOut*V(i,j)
Dim Vocc(100, 102) As Double

For i = 0 To 100
    For j = 0 To 102
        'Inlet Zone
            If X(i, j) <= InZoneEnd Then
                Vocc(i, j) = VelRedIn * Vcontr(i)
            End If
        'Barrel Zone
            If InZoneEnd < X(i, j) Then
                If X(i, j) < BarZoneEnd(i) Then
                    Vocc(i, j) = VelRedBar * V(i, j)
                End If
            End If
        'Outlet Zone
            If BarZoneEnd(i) <= X(i, j) Then
                Vocc(i, j) = VelRedOut * V(i, j)
            End If
    Next j
Next i
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'**************************************************************************************

'END of Part 1 (Culvert Hydraulics)
'*************************************************************************************
'**************************************************************************************
'**************************************************************************************

'**************************************************************************************
'**************************************************************************************
'**************************************************************************************
'FISH PASSAGE PROGRAM (PART 2-Fish Swimming)

'Declare/Dimension variables from input screen:
    Dim Vswim(100, 102) As Double           'Swim speed (ft/s) at time (Note this will need to be 2d instead of 1d in the 
actual program)
    Dim Tswim(100, 102) As Double           'Swim time (s) at time (Note this will need to be 2d instead of 1d in the actual 
program)
    Dim Vprogress(100, 102) As Double
    Dim Tellapsed(100, 102) As Double, TellapsedPrime(100, 102) As Double
    Dim k As Integer
    Dim Xdistance As Double, DeltaT(100, 102) As Double
    Dim PassClassStep(100, 102) As String
    Dim BarrierFlow As Double
    
'Defining the ranges
For i = 0 To 100
    For k = 0 To 46     'Note change upper bound to add more swimming points
        Vswim(i, k) = Worksheets("Input").Cells(6 + k, 8).Value
        Tswim(i, k) = Worksheets("Input").Cells(6 + k, 7).Value
    Next k
Next i
    
For i = 0 To 100
    Tellapsed(i, 0) = 0
    For j = 0 To 0
        If Vswim(i, 0) > Vocc(i, j) Then
            PassClassStep(i, j) = "Pass"
            Vprogress(i, j) = Vswim(i, 0) - Vocc(i, j)
            Xdistance = X(i, j) - X(i, j + 1)
            DeltaT(i, j) = Xdistance / Vprogress(i, j)
            Tellapsed(i, j + 1) = Tellapsed(i, j) + DeltaT(i, j)
            
        End If
        
        If Vswim(i, 0) <= Vocc(i, j) Then
            'Define as velocity barrier
            PassClassStep(i, j) = "Barrier"
            
            GoTo BARRIER_END
        End If
    Next j

    For j = 1 To 101
        Vswim(i, j) = Interp(Worksheets("Input").Range(Cells(6, 7), Cells(52, 7)), Worksheets("Input").Range(Cells(6, 8), 
Cells(52, 8)), Tellapsed(i, j))
        
        If Vswim(i, j) > Vocc(i, j) Then
            PassClassStep(i, j) = "Pass"
            Vprogress(i, j) = Vswim(i, j) - Vocc(i, j)
            Xdistance = X(i, j) - X(i, j + 1)
            DeltaT(i, j) = Xdistance / Vprogress(i, j)
            Tellapsed(i, j + 1) = Tellapsed(i, j) + DeltaT(i, j)
                        
        End If
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        If Vswim(i, j) <= Vocc(i, j) Then
            'Give the option of swimming in burst through the final stretch of culvert
            If X(i, j) <= InZoneEnd Then
                Vswim(i, j) = Interp(Worksheets("Input").Range(Cells(6, 7), Cells(52, 7)), Worksheets("Input").Range(Cells(6, 8), 
Cells(52, 8)), TellapsedPrime(i, j))
                
                If Vswim(i, j) > Vocc(i, j) Then
                    PassClassStep(i, j) = "Pass"
                    Vprogress(i, j) = Vswim(i, j) - Vocc(i, j)
                    Xdistance = X(i, j) - X(i, j + 1)
                    DeltaT(i, j) = Xdistance / Vprogress(i, j)
                    TellapsedPrime(i, j + 1) = TellapsedPrime(i, j) + DeltaT(i, j)
                End If
                
                If Vswim(i, j) <= Vocc(i, j) Then
                    'Define as velocity barrier
                    PassClassStep(i, j) = "Barrier"
                    GoTo BARRIER_END
                End If
            End If
            
            If X(i, j) > InZoneEnd Then
                'Define as velocity barrier
                PassClassStep(i, j) = "Barrier"
                GoTo BARRIER_END
            End If
        End If
        
    Next j
Next i

BARRIER_END:

BarrierFlow = Q(i)
Worksheets("Input").Cells(5, 11).Value = BarrierFlow

For j = 0 To 102
    Worksheets("Sheet3").Cells(7 + j, 11).Value = X(i - 1, j)
    Worksheets("Sheet3").Cells(7 + j, 10).Value = Vswim(i - 1, j)
    Worksheets("Sheet3").Cells(7 + j, 12).Value = Vocc(i - 1, j)
Next j

'New Bounds for iteration:
Worksheets("Input").Cells(10, 11).Value = Q(i - 1)
Worksheets("Input").Cells(11, 11).Value = Q(i + 1)

'END of Part 2 (Fish Swimming)
'**************************************************************************************
'**************************************************************************************
'**************************************************************************************
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APPENDIX B

EXAMPLE MODEL INPUT, WATER SURFACE PROFILE, 

AND VELOCITY PROFILE
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FishXing Type Model for Circular Culverts Mulherin #4

CULVERT INFORMATION Fish Swimming
Diameter= 7 ft Time (sec) Velocity (fps)

Length= 30 ft 0 4.204
Material= Smooth Steel 1 4.204

Entrance Loss (Ke)= 0.9 2 4.204
Embedded Depth= 0 ft 5 4.204

Culvert Roughness (n)= 0.012 *Chow (1959) 5.0001 2.2
Bottom Roughness (n)= 0 10 2.2
Inlet Bottom Elevation= 10 ft 11 2.2

Outlet Bottom Elevation= 9.667 ft 12 2.2
13 2.2

FISH PASSAGE FLOWS 14 2.2
Q(Low)= 0.01 cfs *Do not enter 0 cfs 15 2.2
Q(High)= 100 cfs 16 2.2

17 2.2
TAIL WATER 25 2.2

Pool Surface Elevation= 8.2563 ft 30 2.2
Outlet Pool-Bottom Elevation= - ft 40 2.2

50 2.2
60 2.2

*Note: For CONSTANT Tailwater Only 90 2.2
120 2.2

VELOCITY REDUCTION FACTORS 180 2.2
Inlet= 1 240 2.2

Barrel= 1 300 2.2
Outlet= 1 360 2.2

480 2.2
600 2.2
720 2.2
840 2.2
960 2.2

1080 2.2
1200 2.2
1320 2.2
1440 2.2
1560 2.2
1680 2.2
1800 2.2
1920 2.2
2040 2.2
2160 2.2
2280 2.2
2400 2.2
2520 2.2
2640 2.2
2760 2.2
2880 2.2
3000 2.2
3600 2.2

Figure B.1: Example Visual Basic model input screen for Mulherin #4.
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Mulhering Culvert #4 Water Surface Profile
(Q=0.26 cfs)
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Figure B.2: Example water surface profile comparing the model and FishXing.  Note: 
The model does not calculate headwater elevation, which explains the large differce in 
depth at station 0 ft.
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Mulhering Culvert #4 Velocity Profile
(Q=0.26 cfs)
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Figure B.3: Example occupied velocity profile comparing the model and FishXing.  Note: 
Discrepancies are most likely due to resolution difference and rounding difference.
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APPENDIX C

CULVERT PHOTOS AND DIAGRAMS
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Figure C.1:   Mulherin #4 Outlet (Cahoon et al., 2007)
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Figure C.2:  Plan and cross-sectional diagram of Mulherin culvert #4 (smooth circular 
steel culvert).
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Flow
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Mulherin #4: Culvert Cross Section

Mulherin #4: Plan View



Figure C.3:  Uhler #481 inlet (left) and outlet (right) (Cahoon, 2009).

Figure C.4:  Rice #611 inlet (left) and outlet (right) (Cahoon, 2009).
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Figure C.5:  Plan and cross-sectional diagram of Uhler culvert #481 (corrugated circular 
steel culvert).
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Figure C.6:  Plan and cross-sectional diagram of Rice culvert #611 (embedded circular 
concrete culvert).
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APPENDIX D

RAINBOW TROUT SWIMMING PERFORMANCE DATA
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Table D.1: Swimming performance in literature data.

Rainbow Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)

CV=Constant Velocity, IV=Increased Velocity
Burst Speeds

Temp. Tot. Length Time Speed
Test T(ºC) (ft) t(s) U(ft/s) # Notes Reference 1 Ref. 2*
CV 15 0.338 1 3.445 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.338 2.5 2.953 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.338 5 1.640 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.338 10 1.476 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.338 15 1.050 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.338 20 0.984 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.492 1 5.741 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.492 2.5 4.659 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.492 5 2.953 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.492 10 1.640 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.492 15 1.640 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.492 20 1.312 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.656 1 5.741 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.656 2.5 5.249 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.656 5 3.937 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.656 10 1.969 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.656 15 1.969 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.656 20 1.969 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.919 1 8.891 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.919 2.5 4.921 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.919 5 4.101 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.919 10 2.625 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.919 15 2.461 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b
CV 15 0.919 20 2.329 1 1 Bainbridge (1960) a, b

Prolonged Speeds
Temp. Tot. Length Time Speed

Test T(ºC) (ft) t(s) U(ft/s) # Notes Reference 1 Ref. 2
IV 15 0.249 1800 0.863 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.259 1800 1.024 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.269 1800 0.843 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.272 1800 0.896 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.276 1800 1.486 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.279 1800 0.928 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.282 1800 1.027 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.282 1800 1.158 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.285 1800 1.237 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.285 1800 1.060 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.295 1800 0.876 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
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Prolonged Speeds
Temp. Tot. Length Time Speed

Test T(ºC) (ft) t(s) U(ft/s) # Notes Reference 1 Ref. 2
IV 15 0.295 1800 1.076 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.295 1800 1.076 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.299 1800 0.951 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.299 1800 1.394 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.302 1800 1.509 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.305 1800 0.896 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.305 1800 1.302 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.312 1800 1.345 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.315 1800 1.355 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.315 1800 1.204 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.335 1800 1.247 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.338 1800 1.171 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.338 1800 1.312 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.341 1800 0.853 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.341 1800 1.821 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.341 1800 1.027 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.344 1800 0.896 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.344 1800 1.257 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.354 1800 1.598 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.354 1800 1.257 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.358 1800 1.158 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.361 1800 1.650 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.367 1800 1.552 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.374 1800 1.818 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.377 1800 1.762 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.387 1800 1.650 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.404 1800 1.483 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.420 1800 1.854 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.240 3600 1.198 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.249 3600 1.063 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.266 3600 1.220 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.266 3600 1.257 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.266 3600 1.165 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.269 3600 1.010 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.269 3600 1.837 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.269 3600 1.165 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.269 3600 0.912 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.272 3600 1.529 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.276 3600 0.997 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.282 3600 1.526 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.289 3600 1.575 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.292 3600 1.171 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.295 3600 1.155 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.295 3600 1.362 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.299 3600 1.158 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
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Prolonged Speeds
Temp. Tot. Length Time Speed

Test T(ºC) (ft) t(s) U(ft/s) # Notes Reference 1 Ref. 2
IV 15 0.302 3600 1.460 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.305 3600 1.411 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.305 3600 0.997 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.308 3600 1.158 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.308 3600 1.388 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.318 3600 1.257 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.322 3600 1.188 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.325 3600 1.503 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.325 3600 1.158 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.328 3600 1.460 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.335 3600 1.434 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.335 3600 1.512 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.335 3600 1.155 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.335 3600 1.076 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.341 3600 1.552 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.348 3600 1.690 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.351 3600 1.503 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.354 3600 1.381 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.361 3600 1.811 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.367 3600 1.106 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.377 3600 1.490 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.381 3600 1.486 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.384 3600 1.667 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 15 0.387 3600 1.060 1 2 Beamish (1980) a
IV 7 0.977 1800 2.421 26 3 Daxboeck(1982) a

IV 15 1.017 1800 1.791 11 4
Duthie & Hughes 

(1987) a

IV 15 1.017 1800 1.801 9 4
Duthie & Hughes 

(1987) a
IV ? 1.023 600 2.184 6 5 Jones et al. 1974 c
IV ? 1.174 1800 2.516 7 Burgetz et al. 1998 c
IV ? 1.265 1800 2.260 11 6 Jain et al. 1997 c
IV ? 0.358 1200 2.162 15 Jones 1971 c
IV ? 0.410 1200 2.598 14 Jones 1971 c
CV ? 0.632 3600 2.625 5 Tsukamoto 1975 c

Notes:
1- Purpose: to determine the effect of size on burst swimming speed.  4 trout were tested (length range 10.3 to 28.0 cm) were tested. 

Testing was done using a fish wheel (annular trough)
2- Effect of training (overnight & 90 min. Prior to test) and the use of different time increments (30&60 min) and velocity increments 

(5&10cm/s) on critical swimming speed.
3- Mean critical swimming speed for normal group.
4- Effect of onrmoxia and hyperoxia on the critical swimming velocity of control groups of rainbow trout

5- Tested wild and hatchery and found wild fish had a swim speed range and standard error that were twice those of hatchery fish. 
Concluded variability in wild fish inherent.

6- The critical swimming speed was calculated from the mean of the three tests using Ucrit protocols means lengths were also 
calculated from the three means provided for fish used in the Ucrit protocol.

* a: Katopodis (1991), b: Hunter & Mayor (1986), c: FishXing User Manual and Reference (2006)
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APPENDIX E

GOMPERTZ MODELS
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Gompertz Model-1 Second Deceleration Approximation
(Continuous Tracking)
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Figure E.1: Approximately 1 second deceleration time.  Gompertz type deceleration 
shown in dashed compared to constant deceleration shown in gray. 
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Gompertz Model-2.5 Second Deceleration Approximation
(Continuous Tracking)
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Figure E.2: Approximately 2.5 second deceleration time.  Gompertz type deceleration 
shown in dashed compared to constant deceleration shown in gray. 
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Gompertz Model-5 Second Deceleration Approximation
(Continuous Tracking)
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Figure E.3: Approximately 5 second deceleration time.  Gompertz type deceleration 
shown in dashed compared to constant deceleration shown in gray. 
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Gompertz Model-10 Second Deceleration Approximation
(Continuous Tracking)
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Figure E.4: Approximately 10 second deceleration time.  Gompertz type deceleration 
shown in dashed compared to constant deceleration shown in gray. 
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Gompertz Model-15 Second Deceleration Approximation
(Continuous Tracking)
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Figure E.5: Approximately 15 second deceleration time.  Gompertz type deceleration 
shown in dashed compared to constant deceleration shown in gray. 
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RESULTS
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Test 1: Constant Burst Speed-Burst Duration Varied
(Mulherin #4-Results)
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Figure F.1: Graphical results for Mulherin #4.

Table F.1: Numerical results for Mulherin #4.

Constant Burst Speed-Burst Duration Varied
Mulherin #4

Model FishXing
Burst Duration Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (cfs) (cfs)
2.5 0.2614 0.26
5 0.2614 0.26

7.5 0.2616 0.26
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Test 1: Constant Burst Speed-Burst Duration Varied
(Uhler #481-Results)
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Figure F.2: Graphical results for Uhler #481.

Table F.2: Numerical results for Uhler #481.

Constant Burst Speed-Burst Duration Varied
Uhler #481

Model FishXing
Burst Duration Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (cfs) (cfs)
2.5 2.0853 1.93
5 2.2605 2.26

7.5 2.2605 2.26
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Test 1: Constant Burst Speed-Burst Duration Varied
(Rice #611-Results)
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Figure F.3: Graphical results for Rice #611.

Table F.3: Numerical results for Rice #611.

Constant Burst Speed-Burst Duration Varied
Rice #611

Model FishXing
Burst Duration Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (cfs) (cfs)
2.5 1.2978 1.17
5 1.2978 1.17

7.5 1.2978 1.18
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Test 2: Burst Speed Varied-Burst Duration Constant
(Mulherin #4-Results)
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Figure F.4: Graphical results for Mulherin #4.

Table F.4: Numerical results for Mulherin #4.

Burst Speed Varied-Burst Duration Constant
Mulherin #4

Model FishXing
Burst Speed Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(ft/s) (cfs) (cfs)
3.153 0.2614 0.26
4.204 0.2614 0.26
5.255 0.2616 0.26
6.306 0.2638 0.26
7.357 0.2844 0.26
8.408 0.6237 0.73
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Test 2: Burst Speed Varied-Burst Duration Constant
(Uhler #481-Results)
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Figure F.5: Graphical results for Uhler #481.

Table F.5: Numerical results for Uhler #481.

Burst Speed Varied-Burst Duration Constant
Uhler #481

Model FishXing
Burst Speed Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(ft/s) (cfs) (cfs)
3.153 0.7317 0.74
4.204 2.2605 2.26
5.255 4.6009 4.62
6.306 5.6518 5.41
7.357 6.2267 6.07
8.408 6.5990 6.40
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Test 2: Burst Speed Varied-Burst Duration Constant
(Rice #611-Results)
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Figure F.6: Graphical results for Rice #611.

Table F.6: Numerical results for Rice #611.

Burst Speed Varied-Burst Duration Constant
Rice #611

Model FishXing
Burst Speed Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(ft/s) (cfs) (cfs)
3.153 1.2978 1.17
4.204 1.2978 1.17
5.255 1.2978 1.18
6.306 1.2978 1.18
7.357 1.2978 1.18
8.408 1.2978 1.18
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Test 3: Constant Burst-Prolonged Speed Varied
(Mulherin #4-Results)
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Figure F.7: Graphical results for Mulherin #4.

Table F.7: Numerical results for Mulherin #4.

Constant Burst-Prolonged Speed Varied
Mulherin #4

Model FishXing
Prolonged Speed Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(ft/s) (cfs) (cfs)
1.76 0.1263 0.13
2.2 0.2614 0.26
2.64 0.4743 0.47
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Test 3: Constant Burst-Prolonged Speed Varied
(Uhler #481-Results)
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Figure F.8: Graphical results for Uhler #481.

Table F.8: Numerical results for Uhler #481.

Constant Burst-Prolonged Speed Varied
Uhler #481

Model FishXing
Prolonged Speed Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(ft/s) (cfs) (cfs)
1.76 2.2261 2.14
2.2 2.2605 2.26
2.64 2.2605 2.26
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Test 3: Constant Burst-Prolonged Speed Varied
(Rice #611-Results)
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Figure F.9: Graphical results for Rice #611.

Table F.9: Numerical results for Rice #611.

Constant Burst-Prolonged Speed Varied
Rice #611

Model FishXing
Prolonged Speed Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(ft/s) (cfs) (cfs)
1.76 0.6726 0.73
2.2 1.2978 1.17
2.64 1.9399 1.90
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Test 4: Burst Speed and Duration Varied
(Mulherin #4-Results)
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Figure F.10: Graphical results for Mulherin #4.

Table F.10: Numerical results for Mulherin #4.

Burst Speed and Duration Varied
Mulherin #4

Model FishXing
Burst Duration Burst Speed Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (ft/s) (cfs) (cfs)
1 8.815 0.2616 0.26

2.5 5.783 0.2614 0.26
5 4.204 0.2614 0.26
10 3.056 0.2614 0.26
15 2.536 0.1650 0.15
20 2.222 0.1008 0.10
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Test 4: Burst Speed and Duration Varied
(Uhler #481-Results)
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Figure F.11: Graphical results for Uhler #481.

Table F.11: Numerical results for Uhler #481.

Burst Speed and Duration Varied
Uhler #481

Model FishXing
Burst Duration Burst Speed Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (ft/s) (cfs) (cfs)
1 8.815 3.6707 3.70

2.5 5.783 3.8620 3.80
5 4.204 2.2605 2.26
10 3.056 0.6469 0.65
15 2.536 0.3094 0.30
20 2.222 0.1831 0.20
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Test 4: Burst Speed and Duration Varied
(Rice #611-Results)
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Figure F.12: Graphical results for Rice #611.

Table F.12: Numerical results for Rice #611.

Burst Speed and Duration Varied
Rice #611

Model FishXing
Burst Duration Burst Speed Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (ft/s) (cfs) (cfs)
1 8.815 1.2978 1.17

2.5 5.783 1.2978 1.17
5 4.204 1.2978 1.17
10 3.056 1.2978 1.17
15 2.536 0.7060 0.87
20 2.222 0.4730 0.69
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Test 5: Constant Burst with Constant Deceleration
(Mulherin #4-Results)
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Figure F.13: Graphical results for Mulherin #4.

Table F.13: Numerical results for Mulherin #4.

Constant Burst with Constant Deceleration
Mulherin #4

Burst-Prolonged Model
Deceleration Time Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (cfs)
0 0.2614
1 0.2614

2.5 0.2615
5 0.2617
10 0.2638
15 0.2774
20 0.3264
30 0.4860
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Test 5: Constant Burst with Constant Deceleration
(Uhler #481-Results)
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Figure F.14: Graphical results for Uhler #481.

Table F.14: Numerical results for Uhler #481.

Constant Burst with Constant Deceleration
Uhler #481

Burst-Prolonged Model
Deceleration Time Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (cfs)
0 2.2605
1 2.2605

2.5 2.2605
5 2.2605
10 2.2605
15 2.2605
20 2.2605
30 2.2605
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Test 5: Constant Burst with Constant Deceleration
(Rice #611-Results)
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Figure F.15: Graphical results for Rice #611.

Table F.15: Numerical results for Rice #611.

Constant Burst with Constant Deceleration
Rice #611

Burst-Prolonged Model
Deceleration Time Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (cfs)
0 1.2978
1 1.2978

2.5 1.2978
5 1.2978
10 1.2978
15 1.2978
20 1.2978
30 1.2978
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Test 6: Gompertz Approximation and Constant Deceleration
(Mulherin #4-Results)
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Figure F.16: Graphical results for Mulherin #4.

Table F.16: Numerical results for Mulherin #4.

Gompertz Approximation and Constant Deceleration
Mulherin #4

Burst-Prolonged Const. Decel. Gompertz
Deceleration Time Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (cfs) (cfs)
1 0.2614 0.2622

2.5 0.2615 0.2639
5 0.2617 0.2635
10 0.2638 0.2666
15 0.2774 0.2915
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Test 6: Gompertz Approximation and Constant Deceleration
(Uhler #481-Results)
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Figure F.17: Graphical results for Uhler #481.

Table F.17: Numerical results for Uhler #481.

Gompertz Approximation and Constant Deceleration
Uhler #481

Burst-Prolonged Const. Decel. Gompertz
Deceleration Time Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (cfs) (cfs)
1 2.2605 2.2605

2.5 2.2605 2.2605
5 2.2605 2.2605
10 2.2605 2.2605
15 2.2605 2.2577
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Test 6: Gompertz Approximation and Constant Deceleration
(Rice #611-Results)
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Figure F.18: Graphical results for Rice #611.

Table F.18: Numerical results for Rice #611.

Gompertz Approximation and Constant Deceleration
Rice #611

Burst-Prolonged Const. Decel. Gompertz
Deceleration Time Max. Passable Flow Max. Passable Flow

(sec) (cfs) (cfs)
1 1.2978 1.2978

2.5 1.2978 1.2978
5 1.2978 1.2978
10 1.2978 1.2978
15 1.2978 1.2978
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APPENDIX G

VELOCITY AND WATER SURFACE PROFILES
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Figure G.1: Occupied velocity profile and fish swimming speed within Mulherin #4 for 
the default test fish at the maximum passable flow before becoming a velocity barrier.
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Mulherin #4 Velocity Profiles
(Default Test Fish Results: Q=0.2614cfs)
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Figure G.2: Water surface profile within Mulherin #4 for the default test fish at the 
maximum passable flow before becoming a velocity barrier.
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Mulherin #4 Water Surface Profile
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Figure G.3: Occupied velocity profile and fish swimming speed within Uhler #481 for the 
default test fish at the maximum passable flow before becoming a velocity barrier.
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Uhler #481
(Default Test Fish Results: Q=2.2605cfs)
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Figure G.4: Water surface profile within Uhler #481 for the default test fish at the 
maximum passable flow before becoming a velocity barrier.
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Uhler #481 Water Surface Profile
(Default Test Fish Results: Q=2.2605cfs)
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Figure G.5: Occupied velocity profile and fish swimming speed within Rice #611 for the 
default test fish at the maximum passable flow before becoming a velocity barrier.
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Rice #611
(Default Test Fish Results: Q=1.2978cfs)
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Figure G.6: Water surface profile within Rice #611 for the default test fish at the 
maximum passable flow before becoming a velocity barrier.
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Rice #611 Water Surface Profile
(Default Test Fish Results: Q=1.2978cfs)
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